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QHAPTER I 
IN:TRODUGTTON 
The purpose of this. paper is. to supplement the 
language program wi:th appropriate pertinent, easily 
assessible oral l_anguage materials on the fourth 
grade level., 
Oxal ;Language_ because: of its high utility and 
low: level of. comp_etency in the eiementary school is a 
vital facet of the language arts. program. The pre:p9...-
ration of a planned oral language pro-gram with carefully 
chosen activities should be most welcomed. 
Oral. language is~. of utmost. so.c.ial significance! 
Through many of the. follo.vTing oral. language activities, 
pupils have an opportunity to ult.imately adjust succes:s-...-
fully to. their sociaL environment, one of the under-
lying ainis of education •.. The incorporated activities· 
were chosen specifically because of the.ir high utility, 
social. significance, or need as seen by the author~-
Each of the seven activities has a general statement 
which defines or introduces the topic.. .Following the 
general statement ar'e lists of general. and specific 
objectives... The next to;gic, purposeful occasions, 
includes some suggested times when the particular topic 
-
might be most appropriate.. Few materials are necessary 
for~ the success of most. of the activities... The basic 
materials that are needed, howe:ver, are liste.d next. 
A.:ppocedure that should be supplemented and adapted 
according to the needs of the children is suggested. 
FollovTing the procedure or included in it. are some 
concluding :Edeas· on evaluation~-· 
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CHAPTER II 
REVI~OF THE.LITERATURE 
Research on The Tinportance ___ of Competence __ in Oral 
Commurn.catlt9!n. . . . . ·. . . . . . . 
G"om];>etence in oral communication is vital today •. 
The commission on the curriculum of National Council of 
T.eachers of English found that: 
Throughout his school. days and throughout his life, 
the child will probably use oral commLUlication much 
more than any other of the language arts except 
listening. For every word he reads or writes, he 
will speak and li$ten to a thousand.· He will find 
in speech·an outlet for his emotions, a means of 
presenting and defending his opinions, a way of 
making himself a part of his vocational or social 
group, and a basic tool. for all his school work .. 
His speaking will help him to cooperate with other 
people; at the same time it will help him to main-
tain his identity as an individual. What he says, 
and to a great extent how he says it, will be a 
part of his total personality and will help those 
t-rho observe him --·his parents, compantons, and 
teachers --to understand his actions ... 
Greene states: 1rlt is estimated that from 90 to 
95 per cent of the language activities of the typical 
adult utilize oral-language abilities!.'n2 Becaus·e of its 
great social importance, many significant research contri-
butions tend to recommend a shift in instructional 
· -1commission·on the Curriculum of ·the National Council 
of Teachers of Engl.ish, Language Arts for Today's Children 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 19~, pp. l06-f07 •. . 
2ffarry A. Greene, uEnglish-Language, Grammar, and 
Coill,£.1ositionn, Encyclopedia of_Educational Research, ed. 
Walters. Monroe, -CL950) P• 387. · - · · · · 
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emphasis to oral language. 
McClenaghan believes oral language is basic even 
to happy, personal living.. She says: nTo live hap~ily 
/Sicl with others requires mutual understanding. 
Inability to communicate precisely and accurately results 
in misunderstandings that sever friendships and develop 
frustrated personalities. '' 1 
Dawson and Zolli.nger tell us: 
o:eal language is important in the life of the young 
child. He listens to others in order to get i.nfor-
mation and directions, to secure explanations, and 
to be entertained. He himself talks abundantly as 
he questions, informs, explains to, and entertains 
his companions. He can make quite clear his needs 
and express his feelings, tell about his experiences 
ruld observations, and amuse others with his imagi-
native or reproduced stories. However, with his 
expanding environment and grow:ing maturity, the 
child needs further language experiences that will 
involve a constantly enriched vocabulary and an 
increasingly complex marshaling of words into more 
involved sentences in appropriate sequences.2 
Dawson .further adds:· 
In more than one sense, oral communication is the 
foundation of the language-arts curriculum. In the 
first place, language is oral in its beginnings .. 
The infant hears language all about him, and he 
gradually learns to interpret its merulings. In 
time he masters the intricacies of speech and 
acquires reasonable ability to express his ideas 
in wordse · 
In a seoond sense, oral communication is basic 
because, in everyday affairs throughout life, it is 
1Mary :Mccienag.I:ian, "Skill Development in the 
Language Arts,n Journal of_Education, CXXXVI (December 
1953)' p. 75--
2Mildred A. Dawson and Marian Zollinger, Guiding 
LanguageLearning (Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y.: World Book. 
Company, 19 57) , p. 249. 
used more frequently than is written. Through 
speaking, human beings exchange most of their 
ideas, express their emotions, and transact the. 
bulk of their business. It is therefore espe-
cially important that the.school concentrate on 
helping children. to SJ2eak with clarity and 
impressiveness. 
Oral language, in the third place, is foundational 
because the fundamental aspects of spoken language 
are identical with thos~ of written communication. 
Correctly constructed and clear-cut sentences, a 
rich supply of words to express precise meanings, 
the ability to marshal ideas and to organize them, 
situations that encourage the purposeful exchange 
of these ideas - these are the ~ssentials of both 
oral and written commw~ication. 
From the prior statements it was: discerned that 
oral communication definitely has a social basis. Greene 
through research and opinion shares the following infor-
mation:. 
1. Language is a complex of purposive behavior on 
the part of. the human being in his attempt to 
come into mental and social adjustment with 
his fellow beings. It results from man's 
gregarious habits of life. It is a social 
activity. It is not used for its o~m sake but 
becomes a part of the total social situation. 
2. The general motives of language expression are 
(a) s:elf-expression and (b) social communication. 
Sp.ecific motives for oral expres-sion may be 
identified as follows: to entertain, to improve 
one's social relations, to instruct, to plan and 
make decisions, to persuade or influence, to 
report on activities, to spread news, and to 
carry on business • . 
3. The analysis of the social situation indicates 
that the following types of language activities 
are called for: conversation, discussion, 
--.-.- -1Miid~~d A~ Da~~o~~ Teaching Language in~ 
Grades (Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y.: . World Book Co .. , 1951} 
p. 151. 
• 
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storytelling, explaining, arguing, speech-
making, letter ~;vriting, and the making of oral 
and written reports~ 
4. The young child enters school with many of his 
speech skills already formed. It is a mistake, 
however, to assume that no further tra1Lning is 
needed to make these skills function at effective 
levels. of control. Speech skills which apparently 
are not learned without teaching are: use of a 
pleasant voice, proper breath control in spe&king, 
clear articulation, and absence of mannerisms 
in voice and body. . 
A statement concerning the quality and kinds of 
communication desirable in life was. discovered by 
Dora' Smith::-
We want our pupils to think logically so that they 
will express their thoughts clearly. We want them 
to feel deeply so that they will appreciate their 
own feelings and the feelings of others and become 
articulate about them and to be sensitive to the 
beauties of the spoken and '\.vritten language----. 
The boy (or girl) who has practiced conveying and 
understanding ideas in speech and writing will have 
developed his powers of listening intelligently and 
his powers of thinking, writ'ing, and speaking 
clearly. He should, by virtue of this, be able to 
explain his actions, to give directions, to write a 
letter, to make himself understood over the tele-
phone, to apply for a job. He will also have 
developed his command over language which expresses 
feelings, and h~ should be more able to appreciate 
the feelings of others, be more able to judge and 
discuss questions where both fact and feelings of 
people are mingled. He should be more aware of 
insidious propaganda,.more capable of putting forward 
his views tactfully when they are in conflict with 
the views of other people----.2 
1 . . . . . . . . . > • 
Greene.,... Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
p • 38 5-386} •.. '>< . . > • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2nora V. Smith, ttTeaching Language as Communication 11 , 
English J·ournal, XLIX (1;1arch, 1960), p. 167-168. 
Research £g_ Characteristics of Oral Communication 
To. be abl.e to: effectively plan oral language 
activities, consideration must be given to the pu.r:pose 
and characteristics of the language arts ~rogram. 
7/ 
Zelma Baker tells us that::> ttThe purpose of the language 
arts program should be to. help each child meet effective.ly 
life situations involvin.g the use of language., These 
situations include getting ideas, reacting to id<eas, 
and express·ing ideas_-.rr1 
Ruth S.chofiel.d believes. that=. 
k .. good oral language less;on is: characterized by 
en:. having the aim placed before the pupils, C2l 
deve1;op_:i.J:?-g w_ ith the _:gup_:iis _a. set of c:rit.eria r_ or 
the Job :mvo.lved,_ (3.1 prov:Id:mg samples~ of work, 
(4,}_ allowing pupils .. adeqpate time. for preparation 
before. presentation, (51-making sure _that the 
corrective exercises. be oral rather than tvritten, 
and (61: u:sing e:valuatory t~chniqp.es· to meas.ure the 
p:rogress in oral language •. 
. Research_.£tr_lV1otivation 
Ruth s-trickland very ably relates::::: 
Interest. in peop_le and their actions provides the 
basic motivation for developing language skills .... -
In:terest and 11ersonal need form the starting point 
fbr growth and learning~. Oral language develops 
rapidly· when children have people. to talk to whom 
they care about and with whom they- are comfortable 
and when they have real interest to talk about.. F.or 
children who are reluctant to talk:;: contact may have 
to be made individually through visiting with the 
child about his interests· while. he helps the teacher.. 
- · · i.zelma W~. Baker; ~Language: fits.,_ the.:Child. an:li_·-
the 'Ee.acher CS'an Francisco.::-~: .Fearon.Publ.ishers,~.l955J, .p .. 3·-
2Ruth. E.~ Schofi.eld,: usnme. Thoughts in Oi'aT Language11 , 
Elementary English,. XXX.IT (February, 19551, 11~ 9~·-
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with chores about the room in :preparation for the 
dq.y·t:s vJOrk,, visiting on the way to and from the 
pLayground, or an informal conference after school .. 
Genuine interest on the. :p~rt of an adult who is· · 
significant in the life o.f the child adds greatly 
to: the chil.d 1;s sense of his ovm worth and helps to 
release his energies: fo.r constructive self improve-
ment... Encouragement,: guidance,: and opportunities:. 
for enriching ex;p_erience help to build voca1f')llary 
and dev.elop greater maturity of· expression •.. · 
Mercer adds that::. nwen the use o:f language is 
a social activity /and it. very often should be/ learning 
to: use language and improving itsuse should proeeed in 
an enviroment. cnnducive to social. activity·.}r-2' 
Smith contributes when she specifically advises·. 
that teachers nshould show by. concrete. example how 
characters and scenes. in. the daily experience of their 
pupils can come:. al.ive for others through v'ision :and 
insight and honest feeling and through the adequate use 
of words to give the flavor of the e:x:p~erience •. u3 
.;;.;R;..;:;e.;;;.s..;;;e.;;;a:;;..r.;;;.ch;;;; .. ,2!!_ the. Role, . ..9!. .. the~ T.eacher, ... and .. the ... _S' ... ~c_h_o._o_l 
The teacher is:. a very ilnpp:rtant individual. in 
promoting growth in oraL language... Eisted below are 
severaL factors that the teacher may use to effectively 
influence oral language develop:p1ent.:: 
· · · · · · 1Ruth ·G.~ Strickland; ~~~·Child t:s Lan ·_uage ·Mirrors. . 
His Needs , 11 ~ J"ournal <2f Education, CXXXVII f,Q~ctober, 12.54). 
p •. 6. . ..... '. 
2.Iva Mercer et al. .. no:ral and Written Eiq:l_ressiontr, 
Elementary. E:tlglish C:D.ecember ,. 19451.~ Jt .. 330 . .., · ·: · 
.. 3-sfilith,. Ebglish_ .Iournal, XL1X, p. 3,:.70 ... 
', 
Jl~ Providing a favorable climate 
2. Allowing time to grow 
3 Expec:ting. variations in growth tr: · Setting good examples 
5 ~· Establishing goals c oopera ti vely 
6. Us:ing normal ac·ti vi ties for speech 
7~ Encouraging good usagel 
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improvement 
Tidyman and Butterfield cite initial considerations 
of the teacher in the following remarks: 
Preliminary to making detailed plans for handling 
the instructional phases of the language program, it 
is assumed that .the teacher has taken certain steps. 
First, he has selected the language experiences to be 
stressed in the grade according to the apparent needs-
of the pupils and the course of study and textbook 
provisions and he has considered relative importan~a. 
Sec~ond, he has:, made a working list of abilities and 
skills needed by the pupils in carrying on the ex-
perienc·es... Third, he has made at; least a beginning 
in the diagnosis of the needs of his pupils in ex-
periences as well as in abilities and skills.. And 
fourth, he has blocl-red out the semest~r 1 s work 
mainly in terms of major experiences. 
Gabel agrees with Tidyman and Butterfield, as she. 
points out: 
Ali learning has sequence. It isthe job of the 
teacher to diagnose, observe, and use her best judgement in planning a next logieal and needed 
step in the sequence of learning. In a broad sense 
she plans her work without the presence of the 
children... She J?lans immediate learning experiences· 
with the children as they are needed. It is in this 
manner, and ~n this manner only, that real learning 
t·akes- place*) 
· · -lGommission on· the Curriculum of National· · 
Council of English Teachers, 1954, 125-133 .. 
2Willard Tidymro~ and Marguerite Butterfield, 
Teaching the Language Arts (2nd. ed. rev., New York: 
McGraw-Hil.l -Book .Co. r Inc •. , 1959), p. 38 .. 
3Mary T •. Gabel, 11Helping Children to Express Them-
selves 0rally11 , Elementary English, XXXIV (November, 1957), 
p ... 46o. 
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'T.idyman and Butterfield add further that:·· 
In planning the instructional work for each group 
of activities, the teacher needs to give thought 
to the comn:1on features of the several activities in 
the group and to notice the features of each activity 
that make it different from the others.. The teacher 
is concerned with such practical_problems as the 
specific objectives for the activity,. situations 
for teaching the activity, material for stimulating 
and guiding the activity, procedures of tea·ching, 
and other problems in creating conditions for 
effective learning.J 
Mercer contributes by saying that::. 
The teacher must plan for a school environment which 
will stimulate the children 1-s interests and challenge 
them to experiment with materials and tools. The 
environment must~be friendly and social so that 
children will be free to talk and write spontaneously 
about their ma~erials and experiences and thus 
~evelop emotional stability and confidence, and, 
through these,.f~eedom of expression.2 . 
It should be remembered that whatever the nature 
of the co:inmunication, the teacher primarily acts as "(J) 
a stimulator of th_ought, C2:t a guide to its expression, 
and (3). a refining agent for. the pupilt s ov.m thoughts ana 
ideas, his feelings, and his imaginati~n. n3 
The school as a whole, along with the teacher, also 
plays an important role in the 'development of competence 
in oral language. Greene states: 
The school faces no responsibility greater than that 
· · · twillard · Tidyman ·and .·Marguerite· BUtterfield, ·Teach.;;, 
ing the ~nguage.Arts, :P· 125 • 
. . . 2M~~~~;-~t-~i~, Elementary Englis~, p. 332. 
3The Inco.rporated. A~s~ci~tio~. ~f. Assistant Masters 
in Secondary .School, ~ Teachi_ng 9_f English (Cambridge, 
England: The University Press, -1957), p ... 5. 
of glVJ...ng effective training in the correct use 
of the language skills which are essential in 
typical social situations~ Oxal language makes 
social intercourse possible. Through its use the 
majority of the ordinary everyday affairs of life 
are handled. Oxal language is the primary feature 
in entertainment and an essential instrument in 
the stimula¥ion of individual and group thought 
and action. 
Strickland offers other remarks::-
ll 
Growth in oral language is one of the most important 
elements in the entire program of the primary school. 
It is not a matter of course of study and lessons 
but of rich and varied experience and constant practice 
in the use .of language. The child who comes through 
these years with confident and easy use of language 
in all its forms has a good start not only toward 
the education fD.rnished by the school but tovrard ~elf­
education and toward a successful and happy life. 
Oral Language Activities 
In order to obtain desired results as to :competency 
in oral language communication, many varied oral communi-
cation activities must he provided. An awareness of the 
characteristics of oral communication activities would be 
a valuable asset in providing adequate useful activities. 
According to Tidyman and Butterfield: 
The oral communication activities are characterized 
by informality and spontaneity. The objectives are 
the social purposes of enjoyment, exchanging ideas, 
1Greerte, :Eric;yc!lopedia ·of Educational Research; :P~ 385. 
2Ruth G. St;ickla~d, .Th~ Langu~g~ Arts .in th~ ElemBn-
tary School (Boston: D. C. Heath.and.Co.,~7), pp. 
152-154-•. : . 
l2 
glVlllg information, and, to some extent, reaching a 
conclusion or deeiding.on a course for group action. 
Informality and spontaneity are encouraged in the 
spirit and manner of carrylng on the activities 
and in the setting of standards appropriate to the 
activities. 1 
11ildred Dawson and Marian Zollinger have listed 
some specific· oral language activities. They are: 11 ( 1) 
r.ela t.ing out .... o.f~·cho:ol happ:;ening s:;: (2) us.ing the t ele--
n.hone when occasion warrants;:-· C3J: plannfug,. car.rying out, 
re:Qor:t;ing :pq~ogress'"" in, and evai.uat-i ... llg various· learning 
activities-r.. (!}I eX}?:laining :and giving directions for 
games, s:im.p·I."e sc:ience exp_e~iments, and constructionai. 
activities;: C5I r.epraduc.ing rhymes and stories unfamiliar 
to c.ertain classmates·, or sharing favorit.e ones· .with 
them;: C6.1' joining in the. simplest. types of choral s:p~eak­
ing;: CZ.I engaging in dramatic play and creative dramatics 
bas·ed on :glot situations;: and CBT telling original storie.s, 
which may sometimes:. be. suggested by pictures· that the 
..,2 
teacher d isp.lay~ .• ?u. 
Ruth Schot:·ie1d als:o· lists: some activities· that: 
p:,rovide good opportunities for the. improvement of oral 
language. She: cites~:; 
1 .. " Panel discuss·ions 
z... Radio: Braadcas:ts·· 
3·~ Sa.I.es; T'alk_s:·: 
4-." lL Story Ciltb 
1T:Ld~~ and Butterfieid., pi •. 126. 
2na:wson and Z6llinger, 1?.'"· 263--264 •. 
5.,. The use of. :QUp:p~ts. or. characters on a flannel._· 
gram for oral telling of stories 
6.. P:antomj_mtl:ng 
z,. T.elephone c.onversat.ions: 
8~'•· Choral. readirrg;t 
Most of the. oral. language act.ivities previously 
listed could be classified. under five. broad headings·;.. .. 
These; headings. include::: conv~rsa:tion,: discussion, 
drammat.ization, chonal. SJ?eatking, and so:c.i:al usages~. 
Each. beading will be discussed sepc:trately"' 
l3' 
- ) 
As:. can be dis.cer.ned fr-om magazine. articles--,. books, 
and other media of communication,_ conversation is: an art 
mos.t people desire.. Few, however, enJoy this. high q]:lality _ 
exp:eri.ence a.f' yesteryear.. This. idea i·s conveyed in the 
following q1;1ota t.ion :·· 
The. bes:t of life. is· conversationL said Raiph Waldo: 
Emerson and he must h:a-ve. found it so as.:. he c.onversed 
with. the other. eminent men. of his· day., Conversatlon 
can be. a Sp"Q:r· that. sharpen::;. the wits L it can be a~ 
s.edative. that dulls. pai"n; or, it can be asmonotonons. 
as. the slow drip: of water from a faucet... Afu:ericans; 
do· t.a:lk, but:. the t.y:p;e. of convers.ati.on that Emerson 
so enjoyed is alm.ost passe.. COnversation as an art--
a stimulant. fo:r personality·, so·ciahility;_ knowledge---
should be revived ... 2 
T'o-· be able .to make a· statement such as the ona. 
Ein.erson made, a. love. for the art of conversati.on must be 
develon~ed and cont.inuous.ly nurtured.c. It is. imperative. 
that: this development. begin early in the child 1 s life. 
-ts.chofi,eld; Elementary __ English;. XXXII; p .. 94--95·-
. ~ . "' . . . . . 
2Baker, p ·-• 27. 
Tidyman and Butterfield believe. that conversation i.s 
the .first language experience in. school. They say that. 
from this opportunity the. following results:~ 
The child learns how to talk with other people and 
begins the improvement. o.f. bas~ic language habits·. 
It :follows., therefore,. that through early school~· 
lif.e conversation the .. child. may be favorably 
conditioned toward language, and that he should 
begin to acqp..ire the. attitudes·,. abilities., and 
skills: that wilT be useful later in all forms o.f 
e:xpres-sions.J 
Zelma· B'aker states:.::·. 
14-
o·r.al communications: are. a part o.f. living... Skill. in 
ox:al express.ion requires something to talk about: 
and the ability to impart knowledge :in- a manner that: 
is pleasing to others.. The language arts program · 
should use classroom conversation,. such as· morning 
greetings, planning the. day'·s work, planning sp_ecial 
activities, evaluating individual and group: work, 
and :g;racticing social courtesies. t.o h~lp children 
develo:rr skill in oral.. communications., .. 
Conversation with small. children should be. informal 
Many oppartunit.ies.: occur during the. course. of· a schooL 
day which allow for the development of this art. A. 
bulletin from Florida State Department of Education relates 
some idea on how con.versa t ion. may develop.:~: 
Ib.f.ormaL conversation,...--may d.e.velop when a small. 
group assembles. around som.e. center of interest, 
such as an aq_uarium or a bulletin board disp_laying 
some clipiJ,ing of current interest., This spon--
taneous sharing of reactions to interesting mat.erial .. 
often gives the. timid child his first impulse to. 
particip_ate because the group is small and informal •. 
1Tidyman and Butterfield, 2nd .. ed •. rev •. , p .. 39. 
2B.....,,,_ · 4.3· e::t.n..er , p .. . . • 
• 
...... 
Children usually sp•eak more freely in small 
gro11.ps and us~ f<:cial e:xpres~·ion~ and ges¥ures 
to convey thelr ldeas to thel.r llsteners •. · 
Many essential outcomes of. conversation are possi-· 
ble. Dawson and Zollinger conclude this topic by stating: 
rtThrough conversation may come the realization of these 
aims: enriching experiences, building up a wide voca-
bulary, developing poise and spontaneity, and socia-
lizing, that is, effecting a joint participation of 
teacher and pupils._tt:2 
Tidyman ru~d Butterfield share these comments on 
discussion:-
Discussion unquestionably occupies a key position 
in the total scho.ol_program. It is: a means for 
learning in much of the work in social studies, 
nature study, health, arithmetic, and art, and in 
school and life activities:·.. Discussion in essence 
is problem solving, the effort to reach an impor-
tant understanding by coo:Q_erative class thinking.3· 
Florida State Department of Education found that: 
Discussing a definite topic. or ques·tion in which 
there is a problem to be solved or a decision to 
be reached involves purposeful conversation. The 
speaker must select the words. which bes.t convey 
his meaning, listen intently in order to follow 
the trend of'· group thinking, be able to back up 
his· opinions, and be prepared to decide how much,. 
if any, he will modify his stand in order that a 
decision may be reached which will be satisfactory . 
to the gr ou:p .•. 
tFiorida State Department of Education, ''Experiencing 
the Language Arts1, Bulletin No ... 34, (T'allahassee, Florida, 
1948}, p., 91 
2 Dawson and Zollinger, p. 266~ 
3T.'idyman and BUtterfield, 2nd ... ed., rev., p. 48. 
Both sp_eakers. and listeners. attempt to meet these 
criteria: having something ~o sayr_ saying it 
eff~ctively ?· s.p_ecifica.lly, ar:-d. correct~y; wait.ing 
unt:tl the other per.s:on has .. fm:tshed b~fore 
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s:Q·eaking L weighing the O:Q;inions o-f others; listening-
at all t.imes with an op_en. mind;_- be.ing able to 
change vieWJ:?oint if convincedr speaking in a·. well~ 
modulated voice;__ observllig grammatical usage; 
quot;ing author.ity where neces-sary;; and maintaining 
courtesy;:_ identification of' grouJ! and indf:vidual.. 
needs and guidance given1on how to utiliz~e strengths· and to eliminate errors •. · 
Johnson points out that:.~ "Through group· .discussion 
the children have exp_eriences with a variety of,intel~ 
Iectual processes:.. They analyze their problem or the 
subject be;ing discussed;. they recall. similar problems;. 
they propose solutions or. courses of action; they decide 
if further ;information is.· needed; and they understand 
tlie action to be taken or. the conclusion •. rr2 
Martha Dallmann in an article "'So·cial usagesw 
l.ists some forms of social. usages and some pertinent 
information to be learned in each:: 
T.ele~honing~_--The most important learnings to be 
acq'tl:Lred. in conneqtion with the. use. of the tele---
pJ;J.One are how. to .hold the tel.ep_hone Ci.ncluding 
distance of mouth from mouthpiece).;~ when it is· 
ap];rropr.iate to make a call,;-· what to say first 
when answering a telephone; what time l.imits 
should be observed; what types of conversation 
1Florida ·state: Department of. Education, 91-92 •.. 
2Lois V..., Johnson, H(}roup Dis:cuss.ion and the Develop:-
ment of O"ral Languag~, n~. Elementary English, XXXIII. 
(December, 1956), p ... 499•-. . . . . - ·. -
are appropriate over the telephoner: how to ta:ke 
messaKes over a telephone;::. who shoulQ terminate: 
the. conver.~ation over_ ~. ~ele:p_hone (namely· the 
p:erson makmg the. calll. 
Florida State. Department of Education has this 
to. c.ontribut.e~ 
Ih telep.P,oning, there is dependence upon the 
spoken word alone.. Enunciation, vo.ice modu--
lation, and clari.ty of ex:g_ression are, therefore, 
more necessary than in face to face conversation. 
Telephoning is. a means freqp.ently employed in 
making arrangements for excursions, as- well as in 
social intercourse among children.. It is an 
excellent s~eech-listening situation.in which any 
child can understand the need for clarit~ of speech 
and for ~areful and courteous· listening .. 
Martha Dallmann continues:--
Making .§:lli! acknowledging . introductions. These are 
points that .boys cand .girls .should learn:: whose 
name to say firs.t when a boy and girl or a ,man and 
woman or a youhger and older person are being 
Ln.troduced; what to include in .introductions besides 
the. names of the pers:ons being introduced;· what to 
say when being introduced or when someone: else is 
being introduced to one.;_. what to say after .greeting 
the J?.erson to: whom one is being introduced ... 
Ex.tendLng and accepting- invitations. Boys and girls 
need to .kno1v:. that whether an invitation is -given 
orally or in writing, it .is· necessary that it should 
state clearly who is invited, to what he. is invited, 
and when and where the event is to take place. 
Furthermore, the boys and girls should recognize the 
importance of cordiality in the invitation so that 
the person invited has no doubt but that he is 
really wanted. They should also kno~.or that when 
responding to an invitation, it should be clear 
whether or not the invitation is: being accep·ted. 
/Martha.Dallman, ttSocial Usages,n ~Grade 
T·eacher, LXXVII (December, 19591, p ... 51. 
2Florida: State Department of Education, 91. 
Expressing pleasure in accepting the invitation 
is also important ... 
Conversation at ~ table. These are points to be 
stressed to.improve upon.conversation at meals, 
both in the school lunchroom and at home: the 
importance of pleasant conversation at the table; 
types of conversation that are acceptable at meal-
time; types of conversation that should be avoided. 
Other points to be emphas:ized. Enphasis could be 
placed on means of greeting callers; responses when 
someone has inconvenienced one, accidentally or 
intentionally; comments to make 'When someone else 
finds. himself in an embarrassing situation; circum-
stances under which to interrupt someone and what 
to say; method of asking pardon for one's conduct._1 
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Tidyman ~nd Butterfield relate some vital· thoughts 
on choral spealring :~. 
Choral speaking, consisting of group reading or 
reciting of carefully chosen literary selections, 
usually verse, has value as a means of enjoying 
literature. Properly handled, children love it. 
It is also promoted at times as a means of bringing 
about improvements in certain elements of speech, 
such as voice control, pronunciation and enun-
ciation. It provides an opportunity for language 
participation to the shy child who naturally shrinks 
from indi~idu~l performance in which he is the center 
of attent~on •. - . 
Another essential oral language .activity is drama-
tization: 11Dramatization is a creative experience which 
deepens the meaning of words and an understanding of 
people- how they feel, what they say, and what they do.n3 
1nallillan, ·The_Grade .. Teacb.er; ·LXXvii, ·51. 
2Tidyman and Btitterfield, ·2nd. ed~ rev., 26. 
3Florida State Department of Education, 105. 
Da\vson and Zollinger say: 
Because children have an innate tendency to 
dramatize, their drainatic activities aid in 
attaining several of the most important language 
objectives. Situations that might otherwis-e be 
abstract and vague take on clarity through life-· 
like dramatic presentation. The young children. 
tend to identify themselves with the characters 
they represent and are therefore sp.ontaneous and 
natural; the bashful and the overbold alike fit 
themselves into the group enterprise and thereby 
progress in their social adjustment. There is 
opportU11ity for originality and imagination. 
Language E?irowth is promoted through words that 
children add to their speaking vocabulary. Chil-
dren also gain greater facility in phrasing and 
ordering their sentences.-1 
Tidyman ~Dd Butterfield continue: 
Dramatization experiences take several forms: 
finger play, dramatic play, pantomime, informal 
dramatization, puppets, and formal dramatization. 
These forms represent progressive stages in child 
development from egocentric to socia-l behavior, 
and they challenge the childts increasing ability 
to handle complex experiences.. The teacher 
naturally chooses the form that is appropriate to 
the level of maturity of the children, but .he does 
not restrict the class to any one form; variety is 
desirable to avoid monotony, to fit particular 
situations in various phrases of schoolwork, and 
to meet a variety of specific goals in language 
development.2 
Baker adds :-
l9 
Story dramatization is a pathway that leads to the 
development of healthy personalities. It gives the 
child insight into his o¥m capabilities and helps 
him to understand how others think, act, and feel. 
1nawson.and Zollinger, '268. 
2Tidyman and Butterfield, 2nd. ed. rev., 87. 
It frees. the chi:Ld from his· emotions and helps 
him to develop animation, poi-se and the ability 
to think on his feet. Story dramatizations are 
an excellent means of promoting group work and 
providing practice for working harmoniously with 
other~, as well as promoting individual develop-
ment. 
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Dramatization has no bit role in this performance. 
Tidyman and Butterfield point out:. 
Dramatization hasan important place in the life 
of the child, both in his spontaneous play -and in 
directed school activities. It is valuable in 
itself and also as a means.of.developing important 
language abilities and skills. It· has a variety. 
of important uses in school, vitalizing the social 
studies, health lessons, and reading; but probably 
dramatization is most useful as a means of develop-
ing an understanding and appreciation of literature.2 
Many types of oral language activity have been 
cited. It should be remembered that because of differences 
in aims and individuals, selection of one particular proce-
dure for every situation is hardly desirable. Lois 
Johnson says: 
Selection of procedures cannot be made all at one 
time, since reassessment is needed from t:iJJ:l.e. to time 
to best serve the growth process. In general, 
teaching practices---should be chosen which can 
best build on past achievements, make their contri-
bution to the reality of present living, and, 
therefore provide a basis for future years and 
other language skills.3 
Dora Smith gives us some final thoughts to examine 
in this quote: 
1Baker, ·109. 
2 Tidyman and Butterfield, 2nd. ed. rev., 26. 
3Johnson, XXX1II, 498. 
~fuatever is done in the classroom in speech--
should emphasize, first, the message to be 
transmitted; second, the--listener and the effect 
to be created on him; and third, the techniques 
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of selection, organization, and the use of lang~age 
which will most effectively convey the message. ·. 
Vocabuiary, 
A.ccording to, Is.rael. Galter :::. 
Studies in the field of vocabulary reveal the 
following tendencies~: 
(a) During the very early stages of a child t·s life,: 
the rapid language development corresponds in 
general to the rapid int.ellectual development. 
· (b):" As the child grows older, the influences of 
external educational agencies become more 
pronounced •... 
Cc2 The school, by its program of studies and by 
the opportunities it offers or spontaneous 
participation and expression, can become a very 
. influential factor in directing vocabulary 
improvement .. 2 · 
Vocabulary development is a very vital factor in 
effective language development of children. T.idyman and 
Butterfield said:: 
Language development is characteriz.ed by g~owth in 
range, variety,, and selectivity in the use of words. 
Children and adults find pleasure in hearing apt, 
well-chosen, expressive, vivid w:ords; and they enjoy 
using them.. But ideas and feelings precede vwrds .c 
The bas is for word study is found in expanding 
experience and in a growing desire for clear, vivid 
expression; vocabulary is a tool for the clarifi-
cation of thinking and for the clear, satisfying_. 
expression of ideas~ When this important principle 
of function is violated, word study becomes mechanical 
and may resuLt in words being used without. meaning 
· 1:fJmi th; · nn; · i6 7. · · 
2Israel Galter, nJmproving the Sp·oken Vocabulary of 
Elementary S.chool Children, n Ph.D.~ diss.ertat.ion, Temp,le 
University, Philadelphia, 192.8 •. 
e-
and understand,ing -· in other words' mere 
verbalism.. Rightly conceived and executed, 
word study is interesting and makes a 1vital contribution to language development •. 
Tidyman and Butterfield f'urther stated:-: 
To develop vocabulary is to train children to 
observe, to interpret experience, to discover 
nuances of feeling and mood, and to find words 
that e:xp,ress exactly vrhat they think and feel.~ 
Ideas. and feelings .. , initiated by p_erception or 
thought, progress:. from a vague, nebulous form 
to exact definition in the process of finding 
words to express: them... The:. order is. experience., 
interpretation, and finally words. Eerhaps one 
should repeat the term ~~·experience': at the .-end 
of the series. to .. complete the cycle, inasmuch as· 
words actually lead to further experience and 
enrich the original one. Vocabulary work through~ 
out the school life of the child should continue to 
be a means of clarifying and expressing ideas and 
feelings. lt should grow out of real, vivid ... 
experiences and the desire to put them into words .. 2 
Children are natural word enthusiasts and the 
embers of this enthusiasm can remain warm and bright if 
we are cognizant of this~ natural. interest... Dawson and 
Zollinger have some valuable suggestions.:~. 
From their early years, children have a natural 
interest in words, an interest that can be kept 
alive if teachers and their pupils will revel in 
the apt use of words in the stories, poems, talks, 
reports, and descriptions that are part of the 
ongoing learning activities. of each school year. 
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The pupils will. also enjoy activities that are. 
immediately concerned with words as. such.. Several 
valuable and intriguing activities are listed .belo.w:.: 
· lTidyman and BUtterfield; 21id. ed~- rev;; · 2.9~,0 •. 
2Ibid.' 197-198. 
1 .. 
2 •. 
3· 
4. 
6 •. 
Have word games at hand for indoor play at 
intermissions on stormy day;,. for example, 
scrabble, anagrams, or crossword puzzles ... 
Discuss the meaning of new words related to. 
any vivid experience, such as a field trip, 
a film, a school game or an assembly. ·Then 
see that the pupils put these worc1s. to use 
in their ovm speaking or writing •. 
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Arter the pupils have viewed a film of special 
appeal, have them write a paragraph or some 
original verse that describes a favorite part 
or expres.s:es personal reactions~ and ideas 
inspired by the film. Encourage them to select 
words that will. be likely to. create the same 
feeling in their.readers or listeners. 
Select a sentence or two from a pu:gil 1~s com~­
position. L:et the class. or a small grau.p 
rewrite the e:x:cert for greater liveliness~ 
and interest •. 
List words. appropriate in describing something 
strongly associated with one of the five senses; 
for example, a smell, carnations, lilacs, the. 
kitchen on a baking day, earth after a shower; 
for sqund, jet airplanes, the brakes of swift-
rolling tirE,ls, a kitten 1 s cry;_~ for taste, a 
green p_ersirnmon, heavily peppered vegetables, 
lemon merigue pie;:. for feeling, a raw oyster, a 
cat•:s fur, a mountain brook. · 
Develop charts that list homonyms and illustrate. 
the different meanings ·with pictures; for example, 
nreigntt (a crown).' and rain Can umbrella}. 
Work to increase vividness in sentences.through 
the choice of verbs rather than a heavy depen-· 
dence on adjectives~ 
Elay with puns. het the pupils listen for puns 
or find them in print; .. then let them make puns:: .. 
Show that puns are clever only when both meanings 
of the word make sense as used in the exp_ression .. 
Elay wi.th words for the fu..n of so doing. 
a.. Make a list of words that begin and end with 
the same letter; for instance, 1 bib, • 
t civic, t- ''deed,'· 
b .. - Hake a list of words that have three uses .of 
the same letter; for instance, ':babble, t 
t'giggle, ~~ t stress .• • 
c. Play l'teakettle' with homonyms. erne child 
will say sentences such as the following ' 
while the class tries to guess the homonyms. 
t·l teakettle what l say. t (in.ean} 
d •. Play with rhyming words in which the 
leader has more guessing to do than 
do the members of the class... fu the 
example that follows the leader is 
thinking of t:glee, 1 and says, rr am 
th:inking of a word.- that rhymes with 
t·she .. t 
Joe:· Is it something that stings'?. 
L.Bader: No, it is not t bee. t 
May: Is it something to- drink? 
,.... d · N "t . .l.. tt t· J.J.ea er :.::- o,. J. J.s no u ea. · . 
D'ora::. · Is it what you pay the doctor? 
Leader: ·No, it is not t fee. t 1 (c;md so on until 'gleet is guessed) 
Research on Ways. in vJ:h.ich Vocabulary May Be Develo-ped 
In. developing oral language. activities, teachers 
are often confronted with this. q:gestion: ttflow can vre 
best give children words.., and the will. to use them?.1r 
According to Katherine Reeves, there are many ways of 
doing this. T.JFirst of all,. the teacher must be cognizant 
of the fact that the type of communication she exchanges 
with the pupils is. a very s.ignificant factor in moti-·-
vating pupils to communicate effectively. Ih exchang:ing 
words,. the teacher should convey precise meanings at 
all times. It seems apparent then, that the teacher t s 
skill and interest in the language is indicative to the 
pupil.• s performance.,.n2 
Reeves continues to state that: 
One great service teachers can offer children is 
that of helping them learn to listen. In this 
· 1:Dawson.·a.nct z.o.llmger, 22S-23o. 
2Katherine Reeves, ucommunicatiop,n The Grade 
Teacher, LXXVII (January, 1960), 63, 94~9~ 
learning, as in others, the ability of the teacher 
to listen, as well as speak, gives the child 
confidence that his w·ords are being heard, ·as-surance 
that what he says is: receiving more than a super-
ficial attention. Listening to one. another, truly 
listening, before we respond or act, is one of the 
greatest aids to communication. 
The reading of good modern poetry, with its sure 
image underlinli~g the idea, and with its use of the 
emotion within the word, is one fine way of giving 
children words. IJ.Te do not often speak, or think, 
of the emotion which infuses words. Yet for each 
of us there is a private and personal language of 
feeling-in-words to which we respond in deep ways. 
In The Journey,. Lillian Smith has written some-
thing. about. this. She says:: tThere are millions 
of human beings with their senses intact 1vho are 
still imprisoned in the stony silence of childhood 
w.b.ere nothing tthas..: a namen· because they were not 
given large enough gifts of words and love w:h.en 
they were young •••• The feeling part of them, the 
human-relating part, is caught in silence and 
cannot be freed until, somehow, words and tender-
ness become :fused in their lives •. ' 
The fusing of meaning with words is one of our 
obligatory tasks, in the classroom and in all other 
relationships with children. 
Another obligation is to help children know the 
str1..l.cture of the language. 
One o:f the important ways in which teachers can 
encourage vigorous, sensitive, living communication 
is through ••• the activities which encourage children 
to make their statements in their own unique ways. 
Many people believe that childr~n in the elementary 
school should have the opportunity to learn a second, 
even a third language; that through wide experience 
with language, a sense of its scope and significance 
is developed.. Precision is ce:etainly.· increased when 
language skill is broadened. And it seems clear that 
mental acuity and precision in language are companions. 
There is a practical aspect also to the acquis.ition 
of a second language, for it increases the range of 
communication immeasurably. 
It is largely through words that thought goes on, 
that the person builds his image of himself, 
clarifies his relation to his world, relates to 
other human beings, e:A'J?resses his anxieties and 
dissipates them.. It is one of our most important 
jobs in teaching to _give children words, the 
inexhau~tible medium for living in a world of 
people .. 
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Tidyman and Butterfield have the following remarks 
to make about vocabulary development:: 
The development of vocabulary in the early years 
of the child 1 s life is a part of the process of 
gro1>ring up. -From two.or three words. at one year 
of age, the vocabulary increases to nine hundred 
words at three years and to two thousand or more 
by the time the child enters school. Rapid growth, 
usually thousand words per year, is characteristic 
of the first few years in school. Nouns develop 
first, then verbs, adjectives, and other parts of 
speech. Vocabulary development is determined by 
the environment, patterns, and direct guidance of 
parents and by the child 1 s native capacity to learn. 
These two factors operate to produce enormous indi-
vidual differences. When the child enters school 
there is a well-stocked storehouse of experiences 
and words upon which the teacher can draw. The 
teacher 1 s problem is to e}~lore this background, to 
broaden-and deepen experiences, and to provide new 
words and linguistic patterns with which to deal 
with them. Children delight in new "I:!TOrds. ~he 
opportunities are challenging and rewarding •. 
Providing invaluable experiences is pertinent to 
vocabulary development.. This is express.ed concurrently 
by many authors. Ruth G~ Strickland emits the following 
remarks: 
1Reeves; 'The Grade-Teacher, 'LXXVII; p. 63, 94-96~ · 
2Tidyman ~~d Butt~rfi~id~ .2nd. ed. rev., 195~196. 
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Children need guidance to add new words to their 
vocabularies but also need experience, in quantity, 
to deepen and enrich the meaning values of the 
words they have partially learned. The more 
numerous the experiences the +tcher will be the 
meaning values of these words. 
Hatchett and Hughes agree as they state: 
If a child is to understand the meanings of the 
words he hears or reads, he must have a concept 
of what the spoken or written word stands for. 
This concept must come from his experiences; 
hence his interpretation is in the light of what 
he knows and feels. Since the relation of the 
words in a sentence influences their meanL11gs in 
that sentence, children must be helped to interpret 
unknown words by their use in the context. A 
time set aside for talking about stories that the 
pupils have read and for telling stories provide 
an excellent opportunity for the teacher to help 
each child to use some of the apt a~d beautiful 
words that he finds in his readli~g. 
Da_wson and. Zo.llinger reiterate by not1ng :~ 
The prime method of promoting growth in children t:s 
vocabularies is., of_ course, the enricb...ment of 
experience., both actual and vicarious. Big new 
words have special a:gp_ea:l for young children, and 
they q_uickly begin to use any words they hear in 
connection with their various. learning activities._ 
Vicarious: experiences--extend and deepen the 
childrenr;s understanding as they listen to stories: 
and e::&-p lanat ions, watch t elevis io.n or films or 
slide projections, listen to the radio or recordings,_ 
study pictures in their books, and read verse and 
stories·-- Although such vicarious experiences are a 
source of additional ideas and of words for 
expressing t.P.em, the pupils derive full benefit 
only as they have an OIJportunity to' discuss these 
ideas and thus. are able to clarify and correct the, 
impressions they have received.. Through talking 
-1Ruth ·G~. S.trickl.and; ·The Language. Arts_ CBoston:-: 
D •. C. Heath and Go •. ,: 1951.)', P·~--lB"5 ... · .. - ... -
2Ethel r;:: •. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, Teaching 
Language Arts in_ Elementary_ Schools C:New York: The Ronald 
Press Co., 195b1, p •. 132~133·-- ..... · . 
over these second:-hand experiences, they also take 
into, their active vocabulary many of the words: 
they have just met for the first time •. 1 
The method by vlhich the numerous experiences are 
:p;rovided is significant also._ Dawson and Zollinger made 
a- note-worthy contribution when they related these 
findings=-
Research has shown that incidental teaching _of new 
i<JOrds is not so effective as direct teaching; that 
is, the childll1en. should not be left to; their own 
devices. in the acqp.isit.ion of new words. It is: 
not enough, then, for a teacher to use in her own 
· s:peech the wo1~ds that will. express the unfamiliar 
concepts the pupils are beginning to acquire. She 
will give additional direct attention to the new 
words in the following ways::-· 
l. 
- 2---
J .. 
4. 
5-
6. 
Take time to discuss unfamiliar words. 
Phrase questions in such a way that new words. 
are called for in the child t~s. ans1.:Ver. 
List key vocabulary on the chalkboard in summariz-
ing main ideas in a situation. 
Display pictures that will clarify and enrich the 
meaning of critical terms .• 
Provide activities that will require the use of 
new words as children plan, carry through, report 
on, and evaluate them. 
Generally impress upon pupils the meaning and 
usefullness of new terms •. 2 
From the prior statements it was discerned that the 
direct method of teaching words is more effective than 
the incidental method of teaching. Likewise, the informal 
method of teaching children in the primary~ grades has 
1 Da•irson. and Zo.lliriger, 218-219. 
2 -Ibid., 220 
many advantages over the formal method of teaching 
oral communication~ Tidyman and Butterfield have 
some ideas as to a procedure characteristic of·the 
informal type of oral commLunication. They advocate: 
ttbeginning with spontaneous participation in a real, 
purposeful situation, deriving standards by identi-
fying and studying good performances, making individua~ 
diagnoses and setting individual goals, and working 
for improvement in the total activity while concen-
trating on specific abilities and skills.n 1 
Wolfe believes nthat the heart of vocabulary 
development, or the whole language arts program really, 
i$ writing and speaking about those segments of exper-
ience which the child knows are most crucial in his 
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day-by-day life. If we can prove to him that we 
understand what his thoughts and feelings are, we have 
not only helped him to express himself; we have made 
him feel that school is part of lifet s reality in which 
he can perform many acts of. awakening and awareness that 
will help him grow. n2 
Growth in meaning vocabulary is fu+l of variations. 
Some words easily take on rich meanings, especially 
those that refer to concrete objects and activities; 
·others are difficult to understand because of a 
1Tidyman·and ~tterfield, 32~ · 
2Don M .. Wolfe, "Self-expression:: The ffeart of . 
Language .Arts_,w· Elementary_ English, XXXIV (November, 19 571,. 
p ~· 450.. . .... 
variety of divers.e meanings and because of their 
abstractness-.~- Klso children vary in the. rates' 
at which they acq11ire vocabulary::. some are 
q1J.:Lcker to learn than others:;:. certain children 
have a much richer environment and more favorable 
conditions for acqp.iring wide. experiences and a: 
correspondingly wide. vocabulary... S::ome pupils~ 
will .. need clarification and correction of the 
meanings: of relatively sim:Q:le v7ords, while other 
pp.pils need hel:g_ only in. the areas. of abstruse 
and advanced meanings .,t 
Bernice :r:;,ea-ry agrees. with nawson and Z'ollinger. 
She describes the situation very briefly and simply:~ 
So- long as words.: refer to objects- at s:ome time 
Ilresent to the senses, getting meaning is. 
relatively simple and sure,: provided the learner 
is given experience with the things. signified ... 
---What com:p_Ucates. the task oi' developing 
meaning is the fact that words may go farther 
and farther from the level of the senses or from 
the realm of immediatehuman experience .. wZ 
Dawson and Z:C>1llinger, after reminding us -of the 
complications invoLVed in develo-ping meaning vocabulary,, 
were thoughtful enough to provide some suggestions for 
alleviating the_ probl.em.:. The stated suggestions are 
quoted beimv-:~. 
The teacher should take advanta:ge of children t:<·s:-· 
vicarious exp_eriences that will add new words. to 
their vocabulary or extend and enrich the meanings 
of partially familiar ·words., The modern school:. can 
take advantage of mass media in this connection --
newsp.,apers, radios, recordings, television, still 
p_ictures, film strips, slides,: and fiims. Those 
media to. 1-Jhich a school. does. not have access:- may 
be available in the home. One of the jobs of the 
-· ·- tna-vrso:ri ·arid· Z:o:lliriger, 216~:L27; 
2Bernice L.eary' TIT_he Word Leaps Forth to Life, n· 
Educational Method, m C!J2ril,_ l94Zl, 334 •. 
teacher today is to take an inventory of both 
home and school opportunities.for vicarious 
exp~riencing by the pupils, then to carry on 
discussion of the mo_re promising of these 
experiences.. These discuss ions will ensure the 
pupils tc more com:glete understanding of wl1.at they 
have seen or heard and will fix in their voca~ 
bulary flY new words that may be useful in the. 
future •.. 
L.eary also gave her thoughts on the problem as 
she reiterates:-:::· 
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Because many pupils lack the necessary background 
from which meaning is .. derived, we must constantly 
fill in the gaps. with first-hand experiences ~ 
excursions, social, exp_eriences, dramatic activities,. 
:practical exp,eriences, games, etc •. ; and with 
vicarious experiences gained through conversation, 
p_ictures,_ diagrams, stories, and songs ... New words 
must pe related to old words, foreign words to 
English words, abstract words to concrete words, 
metaphorical words. to literal words. untiL new.·. 
words: arouse a beginn:ing of understanding,: and oi.d 
ones: acq'l}.ire larger and deep_~r and fuller meanings .. 2 
Ih striving: to, fuliill a vital conscious need, one 
is sometimes proned to be q_uite. anxious and im:g~tient 
about seemingly insignificant results... Bernice L:eary''s 
remarks again will calm us as we, through her statements, 
realiz.e the following::; 
To arrive at a satisfactory understanding of a 
word requires time.. Time for the child to reflect 
on the word, to recall and to reconstruct in 
im;agination forgotten experiences of the past, to 
relate: them to. new experiences,. and to organize 
all into a meaningful Jlattern... Kild time for the 
. -r·.--.- ... --.-. _: .... ---.- ... --.- .. .. 
-Dawson and Zollinger, 2l7 .. 
2L_eary-, Fil.ucationallY!ethod, XXI, p ... 33.7. 
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teacher to provide those experiences tha child 
needs, t.o make. available. the materials~ that he 
.£.§1.1read and will want_to read, to sense 11black 
outsn: in understanding,. to. clear away confusions, 
to remove emotional barriers, to make learning 
real ---in short, through right circumstances and 
associations t-o_ make the word r:r_eap forth to 
life. t: 1 
Ruth G.. S.trickland very ably gives us a most 
befitting closing for our topic ~s she presents the. 
follo"'-.ring :-~. 
if. number of means of developing vocabulary are 
summarized in the following list:.:.. 
1 .. 
3.•-
6. 
8. 
9·--
1 1 • 
Informal conversation and discussion, stopping 
to give attention to words. when the situation 
and the interest make it advisabl:eiF-
Reading aloud to children material which they 
can understand and enjoy and.w.hich enriches 
and supplements their. o-wn reading as. well as: 
adds to their cu~ tural heritage. 
Reading t.extbook material with the children 
when it is difficult-reading and talking,: 
talking and reading ~to make vague and unfamiliar 
ideas clear ones. through assDciation and appJ_i~­
cation to the childrenr;s o-wn experience." 
Taking field trins to gain firsthand experience .. 
Both careful p_lanning and the follow-up activi-
ties are es_sential for the complete experi~nce .. 
Using films and other typ-es. of auditory and 
visual aids. which fit the study and add to its 
values. · 
Exp;ressing new meanings_ graphically through 
various art mediums •.. 
Dramatizing very simply, as in the old game of 
charades or through a more elaborate play. 
Encouraging children to. keep individual_ records 
of new vocabulary •. 
Keeping group records: of the new vocabulary found 
in various exp,eriences. 
Giving attention to shades of meaning, to color~ 
ful words, to action words, to words that are 
especially vivid and effective •. _ 
Encouraging children to discover meaning from 
context and perhaps to check their meaning with 
the dictionary, at times, to determine their 
success in deducing meaning. 
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~-.... 
12.. Working various types of exercises which 
meet the need of the group or individual; 
there are many kinds:: 
a. Working with prefixes and suffixes 
b.. Searching for synonyms and antonyms 
c. Checking in a list all words of like 
derivation 
d. Completing sentences by adding suitable 
words or groups 
e. Matching words. and definitions 
f. Fitting words into categories:.· animals, 
things to eat or drjnk, words describing 
people, words dealing with measuring 
g.. Word-meaning tests;: rapid happy slow 
fast ;race 
13 Carrying on dictionary activities 
11+: Reading, readj)p.g, reading. The more children 
read the more meanings they learn •. 
Reading things one is interested in 
Reading easy things for fun 
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Reading anything and everything that adds to ~e 
values of the things one is doing or studying 
Reading to build new interest 
Reading newspapers, magazines, books, cat~logs -
anything that adds interest to living •. 
e 
' 
.• , 
CHAPTER III 
GROUP ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES \llilCH 
FOSTER ORAL EXPRESSTON 
General Statement on Conversation 
Conversation, because of its frequent use, is a 
vital, initial, informal activity of children in school. 
Through this type of language experience originates 
imp;roveinent in many of the basic language habits. It 
is definitely a worthy objective of the school or 
classroom teacher to work toward proficiency in this 
art. It is possible that the child through early school 
life conversation may be so amiably conditioned toward 
language that the abilities, skills, and attitudes 
acquired will be useful later in the development of 
other forms of expression. 
Specific Objectives of Conversation 
To assure a reasonable amount of success in 
conversation, it is necessary to establish certain 
specific objectives~ Vague, ~Bneral aims will pro-
bably produce little improvement- The stating speci-
fically of objectives will facilitate plans for .a 
definite procedure which will insure progress. Con-
centrated efforts can then be directed toward specific 
skills and abilities which. will be taught in different 
lessons rather than spread over too broad an area. 
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Listed below are some specific aims of conversation: 
1. To develop a desire and willingness to 
participate in conversation. 
2. To develop the ability to tell things in the 
right order. 
3. To develop the ability to explain ideas. 
~. To develop ability to use vivid words and 
accurate sentences. · 
5. To develop the ability to create. and maintain 
interest while conversing. 
6. To develop the ability to listen attentively 
and courteously. 
7. To develop the ability to use the voice accept-
ably. 
8. To develop the ability to select appropriate 
things to talk about •. 
9. To develop the ability to change a topic 
tactfully~ 
10.. To devel:op the ability to disagree courteously 
and tactfully .. 
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Activities for Teaching Conversation 
Conversation may be taught through the use of 
a variety o.:f appealing topics o:r areas. Some suggestions 
could include the following: .. 
M... Curricular Activities 
1. Care of-the hair 
2. Study of progress in communication 
3· Reading of a much talked about item in 
current news 
4. Recent field trip 
5. Interesting mutually read books 
6. Mood of a particular song or other musical 
selection 
7. Contributions of out-standing people 
8. Significance of a particular holiday observance 
9. customs of other countries 
10. Making short and long range plans for 
the·class 
11. Planning for ·specific occasions or activity 
E. Personification or Personal Experiences with 
objects:.~ 
1.. Sneakers 
2. Dungarees 
J. Toys 
4.. Pictures in books or magazines 
--
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c.. Out-of-School Interests: 
1. Pastimes 
2o Plays 
3· 1Ylovies 
4. Sports 
5. Pets 
6 .. Trips 
7- Parties 
8. Games 
9. Television 
10. Radio programs 
There are many opportunities in the school day for 
pupils to participate naturally in conversation. Initi-
ally, however, the teacher should provide appropriate 
time for this vital activity through various me~ns 
mentioned so that he can direct participation with the 
children. After some skillhas been developed opportu-
nities for additional unguided participation include 
the follo·wing: 
1. At a work table 
2. During mid-morning lunch 
3w During sharing period 
4. Before a story hour 
5· After a story hour 
6. Before music time 
7. After music time 
8. Just before dismissal 
Materials 
Few physical mater.ials are needed to motivate 
conversation. Some have already been implied. They 
include magazines, books, newspapers, and objects. ln 
addition to these materlals, lt can be added that any 
visible aid in whlch the puplls are acutely interested 
may serve to stimulate or motivate conversation. 
Procedure 
The values of conversations are realized ttlrough 
the many ingenious methods of a teacher as he seeks 
to imp;rove note.d SJQecifi.c situations of his :r;mpils •. 
O.ne method fo:r introducing conversation :follows: 
The t;eacher should have a. conversation with the 
whole c.las'S. The conversation could begin with a 
q_ues-t.ion,. an adventure., a surprise, an imagin-ative or 
incomplete sentence. Through this. audience techniqp.e, 
the pupils will learn the rules and objectives· of con~ 
versat:ion and see what is exp-ected of them.. lliterests 
of the pupiL may be discerned by the teacher at this 
initial_ t.im.e also~ 
After the teacher has:. had· a conversation with the 
whole class, the class can then be divided into five or 
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six' interests. groups such as:~:- basebali, ciothes ,- favorite 
movies, T.JT-,, programs.. A .. s.ecretary is then appointed 
to jot down ideas·,- procedures., a;ny breaking of the 
rules of good conversation made by the_group, and how 
the conversation proceeded. At. tlie end of fifteen 
minutes, bring all of the groups together and have each 
group leader report findings and group_ secretary report 
decorum •. Each child should have an op:pprtunityto be a 
secretary.. At the end of each conversat:ton period,- the 
pupils should be enc.ouraged to evaluate themselves by 
telling what they have. lBarned according to the object--
ives set. befol~ehand... This type of activity should occur 
at. least twice a week ... 
Eossible Follow-up Activit:Les: .. 
In the process of improving facility i:m. conversation,. 
the teacher might encourage the children to read about 
conversation and report· the findings·. EXamples. of 
distinct:ive convers:ations~. may be read and talked about •. 
The pupils might be encouraged to. observe conversations 
bet,.reen friends., on the. radio, or on television •. 
From these and similar activities, a statement of 
-what. makes a good conversationalist could. be continuously 
evolved and added to •. 
B., Discuss ion 
- . ' . . ~ . . . . . . 
General Statement on Discussion 
Discuss:ion occupies a key place in the school 
program. It is a means :for acq_-p.iring many concepts: and 
crystall.izing many others in such sub-matter areas as~. 
language arts, social s.tudies, science and health. 
Through discuss:ion, the pupil's learn to reach important.: 
understandings by· cooperative c.lass thinking .. , 
Some key objectives for disc.ussion include:· 
1. To develop the ability to state a definite 
problem clearly and concisely ... 
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2.~ T:o develop the ability to- stick to the point •. 
3. To develop the ability to disagree tactfully •. 
4.. To recognize the need for supporting statements 
with :facts •. 
5. T'b recognize a statement. of fact as distinquished 
:from opinion._ 
6. ~eo develop the techniq11e of unifying the dis-
cussion by linking phrases. such as ~'~to add to · 
Suet:s. observation, !r etc •.. 
Activities for Teaching Discussion 
A~ CUrricular Activities 
1. Deciding how to construc.t a mfuature stage for 
the pupp_et . show 
2.. Planning a party 
3... Deciding how to make a B'ird Feeding Station 
~-- Determining how to make the school. a safe place 
to live. 
5. Organizing the. playground for play-
6... · Em.p_hasiz.ing_ safety on the playground 
7,... Emphasizing safety on the street 
8. Discovering how the fur of animals· is adapted to 
enable them t<D:.· s.urvive 
9 .... PTanning for Education Week 
1.0.. Deciding how to- raise money to. buy some records. 
for the classroom 
1 t... Deciding how. t.o culminate a unit 
Lrl 
1'2a Deciding -what makes a television program interesting 
13... Dis.cussing a book or story everyone has_ read 
tlt... Discussing how to use the library· 
t5.. P:ointing out historical sites. one should know 
in his city 
16.,. Discussing a movie enjoyed by the '\'Thole group 
1.7. Planning haw.. to share the eXIJ:eriences: gathered 
from a recent trip· 
Material 
Few, if any-, materials are needed to spark an 
interesting discussion. The s.ituations listed above 
as:. activities are all. that lvill_ be necessary in most 
instances to motivate the pup"ils .... 
The presentation of an inf.ormal play· has been found 
to: be an excellent catalysis for group discuss~ion, I_)arti--
cularly if the P.:lay is concerned with a controversial 
issue. The play_ would :g;rovide a common shared exi_)erience 
for the group., I.t would be used to stimulate and arouse 
the interest of the pupils in discussing the ideas·· set 
forth. 
In order to make this a profitable experience, 
attention must be given to the motivation of the play, 
prop,er selection of the play, the purpose of the play, 
and the guidance provided during the discussion of 
the play~. 
Procedure 
The. procedure for. discussion is very similar to the 
pr.ocedure used for c.onversation... First, the pupils: 
become conscious of a currently interesting worthy 
preblem. The problem may be stated and defined by the 
teacher or the pupil.s.. Next, the pupils begin 11 on the. 
spot:n discussion of the problem to, analyz.e it into 
various issues, a...n.d list points upon which they need 
information. Third, the pupils pre:gare far further 
guided and more individual. participation by selecting_ a 
few pertinent specific standards for consideration ... 
Fourth, the pupils discuss again but with speci.:fic goals 
I 
and additional ideas. Fi~th, pupils evaluate the 
:P:rogress made to·ward the solving of the problem in 
terms of pupil. :participation, performance, and indi--
vidual progress in abilities and skills~. 
Evaluation 
AS. each objective is taught, evaluation should be 
in accordanc.e with the purpose of the lesson.. In 
order to be effective, it is impol'tant that both 
teacher and pupils jointly evaluate .•. 
c. Choral Speaking_ 
General Statement on Choral Speaking 
When a group recites: or reads together portions or 
all of a poem or p~ose selection, this is called choral 
sp_eaking ~· There are many types of choral. speaking ... 
Some of them include refrain, antiphonal, sequential,. 
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part arrangement, and unison.. This type of oral language. 
activity; due to it.s allowance for various interpretations' 
adds enjoyment and appreciation of literatp.re as pupils 
exhibit a sense of pride in a finished cooperatively 
planned project., 
Some spe.cific objectives:· of choral speaking may be 
stated as follows:~ 
1~ To develop appreciation of li~erature by 
p~articipating through choral s:p.eaking in the reciting 
or reading of. many and varied selected poems. 
2.v T.b develop the ability to interpret pc:>etry b:y 
:g;Lanning different arrangements. of a poem for choral. 
s.peaking .... 
3··-· To provide an opportunity for accurate, articu---
lation of a specific speech sound through participation 
in choral speaking of a poem or prose selection which 
I 
has an abundance of this :g_articular sound. 
4. T.b provide an 01Jportunit.y- for improving the 
diction of specific w:ords: in a :goem that is used in choraL 
speaking .. 
5.-. Tb provide an opportunity for pupils to enjoy 
s:geaking together a carefully chosen literary s·e:tection. 
6. To pro:vide an opportUt""lit.y· for all pupils to 
p_articipate coo12eratively in a project. 
7. To contribute to obtaining many verbal meanings. 
8 •.. To aid in the. develop_ment of pleasing tone 
q1;1ality. 
9... To stimulate the imagination •. 
to... To. st.imulate a desire to share. ideas. with others. 
11.. To provide a medium for enjoying prose and poetry ... _ 
Purpos,eful Occasions 
There are many occas.ions to. incorporate choral 
speaking in the daily program of the classroom. Choral. 
• speaking is condusive to p_romoting growth in speaking 
and listening.. It is easily integrated with the reading 
program, and other content subject matter areas... Poetry 
and prose as related to choral SP,.eaking ·are valuable 
sources of materials to improve sp·eech also. Through 
group participation of choral speaking~such specific 
factors a& listening, smooth phrasing, distinct enunci~ 
ation, word formation., vo.cabulary development, and skill 
in communicatio11s may be developed. Shy pupils have 
through this medium., o:pportunit.ies· to gain confidence 
and to: contribute more readily because they· are not the 
center of attention •. 
Some specific occas-ions when choral sp:eaking may be 
used in a classroom are: .. 
1.. Tb ·enrich opening exercises: 
2.. As follow-up .. activities on a reading lesson that 
aimed at improving voice qualities such a~ clarity and ra~ 
3 ._ E.s. enrichment of certain reading stories 
~. To share information discovered 
5..... During oral language period when enjoyment o:e 
poetry, interpretation of poetry, using accurate and viViQ 
words or other related topics are discussed. 
6~. During story time and library periods 
7 •.. When appr.opriate, related selections of certain 
units, topics, or subject matter areas. are studied 
8.. To. enhance enjoyment of special planned programs 
9·~- To enrich appreciation of s:p·ecial holidays 
Hl... Tb share special interests. or hobbies: of children 
Material of Choral s·peaking 
Choral. speaking needs little or no material or 
p;roperties ~- It does. require careful selection of poetry 
and prose and proper handling of selections .. 
Procedure and Evaluation 
If. the. children are to achieve success in this oral 
language activity, care must be exercised in the selection 
of the material to be used. _The material should interest 
the pupils, be within their range of emotional and 
intellectual maturity, possess some_ literal~y value, 
repres.ent an accepted train of thought, and be suitable 
for choral speaking. 
In preparing pupils for choral speaking, it is neces.-
sary initially to provide many opportunities for speaking 
t.ogether short simple poems for enjoyment.. Later the. 
pupils are shov.m. simpl.e ways to divide the poems into 
sections using different voices.. The interpretation of 
the poem should make the selection more vivid. PUpils 
are then encouraged to experiment 1vith various: inter-
preta~ions of poems and to set a pattern that they think 
best interprets the selection. During this. period, the 
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teacher might :indicate the rhythmic pattern, the volume, 
start the pupils together, try tokeep, them together, 
and encourage them ·to speak ·wi..th abou.t the same ·Voice 
inflection. After each attempt. the pupils should talk 
about their work and evaluate it in specific areas.. The 
activity would be more profitable and meaningful if the 
pupils lmow beforehand what to work t.oward or if standards 
or goals are set. It is important that they not only 
interpret the poem, but analyze their articulation, 
pronunciation, voice quality, ability to follow directions, 
and most of all their ability to communicate well. 
tr8 
Suggested Poems for Choral Speaking 
Suggested tYIJe and classification of a few poems 
for choral speaking 
ANJMALs .. · 
Title. Author First Line 
• • , • • • • • • ~ • • • .. - • ' • • .• • • , •• • • .. .. • • • " •• J • • • •• ; • "' • • 
ttfue Aldis, D. 
Goldfish'' 
nJiggety, Konrad, J ., 
Jiggety, Jag 
nMice 11 Tyleman, R .. 
n'fil_e Light Unknown 
Hearted FairyH 
11I'1y darling 
little gold-
fish~~' 
nJ.iggety, jig-
gety, Jag n· 
ni think mice 
are rather 
nicetr 
11 0h, who is so 
merry, so merry, 
heigh-horn 
F.Al-d:ILY AND HOME 
Source 
Aldis, D. 
Evertthing and 
Ailyting, .New.· 
York, . Putnam, 
1927 
Hubbard, A .. and 
A. Babbitt, The 
Golden Flute, . 
New York, Job..n 
Day, 1932 
Tyleman, R. Fifti-
..9B.§ Nurseri 
Rhymes, New York 
Doubleday, 1932 
Sechrist, E.H .. , 
1000 Poems for 
Childrep., Ph~l­
aqelphia., Macrae 
Smith, 1946 
UThe-
Cupboard 
::de la Mare:, W •• ni .. know a little 
·cupboard with a 
teeny, tiny, key. n 
de la Mare, W., 
P·eacock Pie, 
New York, Holt, 
1936 
11 The 
Pancakert 
Rossetti, 0 .. rrMix a pancake n Hutchinson, 
U.S., Chimney 
Corner Poems. 
New York, Minton, 
1929 
FAMILY AND HOME (~ontinued} 
Title · · · · · Author · · · ·First · Lirie 
''Santa 
Claus tl 
Unkno-wn 
•'• 
nLittle fairy 
snow flakes 
dancing in the 
flue 11 
WEATHER 
11l'Jho Has. Seen Rossetti, o. nWJJ.o has seen 
the Wind? u· the wind? 11 
Source 
Sechrist, 
E.H., 1000 
Poems for 
Children; 
Philadelphia 
Macrae Smith 
l946 
Sechrist, 
E. H .. , 1.QQQ 
Poems for. 
cEiidr8U; 
Philadelphia 
Macrae Smith 
194-6 
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INDIVIDUAL. ACTIVITIES .. A1iiD EXPERIENCES: 
IN ORAh. EXPRESS:I0J[ 
A. St:ory Telling 
Storytelling - Introduction 
Adroitness in the art of telling a story, an 
anecdote, a personal experience, a riddle, or a joke 
is desirable. Children of almost all ages love stories 
that are told well. They themselves, can tell stories-
beautifully if they are given opportunities and-encour-
agement to share or create a story. Through the' stories, 
the children are able to identify themselves with the 
story book characters through their vivid imaginations. 
Fourth graders especially enjoy flll~ny, odd names, sounds 
or words, unexpected humor, variety of feelings, and 
happy endings. Because they identify with a particular 
character, they are able to have vicarious experiences 
in a land of adventure. 
Storytelling wh.en correlated with subjects of the 
curriculum or when told for enjoyma~t will provide the 
pupils with a well-loved and significant oral language 
activityv 
Specific Goals of Storytelling 
Stories may be told to gain valuable information, 
to entertaLn, to enrich the vocabulary through use, 
to obtain skill in putting ideas in sequence, to gain 
skill in composing sentences and emphasizing meanings, 
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to assist in giving pupils freedom and ease of expression, 
to help pupils appreciate different types of experiences, 
for enjoyment or to afford an opportunity to create 
interesting stories* 
Purposeful Occasions of Storytelling 
When storytelling will be used advantageously for 
a particular group of pupils would depend on the abili-
ties and needs of the pupils and the purpose for telling 
or listening to a story8 If onets purpose is to develop 
better listening skills which can be accomplished well 
with storytelling, a different approach or occasion may 
be chosen than if the purpose were to develop skill in 
composing sentences. 
Stories are told sometimes at pupilsr requests or 
as a pleasurable listening experience. ~Vhen pupils are 
preparing for a dramatization, stories are often told 
many times and analyzed~ .At special occasions, Book 
\!leek Programs or other programs; stories may be told to 
outside groups or to their own group. Some pupils may 
enjoy telling stories to younger classes ip_ the. school 
at Christmas time or other holidays. There are many 
occasions in the school curriculum when storytelling 
can be employed and enjoyed. 
Materials or Aids 
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In order for pupils to tell stories well, the only 
material needed is a store of experiences, a desire· to 
share the experiences, and a courteous and attentive 
audience. There are materials and devices that may be 
used to enhance the enjoyment or,value of a story. The 
pupils could benefit by telling or listening to a story 
with the aid of a flannel board, a stick puppet, a paper 
bag puppet, by inviting capable local storytellers to 
visit their classroom, by listening to.recordings or 
radio programs together, by recording their own story-
telling, by projecting and telling a story with an opaque 
projector, or by viewing stories on films. 
Procedure 
Children, before they have a desire to share stories 
with others, must themselves first enjoy many interesting 
stories. In school, the children use the teacher as a 
model vmen they eventually tell a story~ It has been 
found heJ.pfuL to the :gupils t-0. relate. the story told 
in some way to the. exp_eriences. of the storyteller and 
the audience.. It is. important also to tell a story 
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in a relaxed, q11iet, informal atmosp_here., The children. 
enJoy watching the st.oryt.e.ller closely in a circle 
sitting on the floor,_ ox just close enough to see all 
expressions ox gestures: •. 
Children can achieve creativity in the art of 
storytelling.. if.. sensitive teacher. us.es many methods. t.o 
encourage, and provide o:gportunities for children to 
cultivate this valuable, almost lost art ... 
Stated briefly are s.ome suggestions. that are help-
ful in directing pupils to.ward this· achievement., 
1.. P:upils are guided in locating and recognizing 
stories, anecdotes, jokes, or personal experiences that 
they can share. T.he chosen material should be simple 
with an uncomplicated plot;_. appeal. to the. children r·s: 
interests; stir their imagination, maybe bring laughter. 
Stories that exalt des.irable character traits, such as 
courage and love are desirable... Stories that have high 
adventure, excitement, and showrespect for good should 
be among the material selected •. 
2... Pupils are lead to see the imiJortance of havmg 
the events. or seq11ence easily recalled... By sharing 
personal experience initially, pupils can gain confidence 
in their ability to tell events in order.. By correlating 
' 
art and language in making movies o.f certain stories, 
p~pils are readily able to tell. the events in order 
with a visual aid.... As the.y gain experience in telling 
stories, viewing .filins and hearing numerous stories, 
having events in seq11ence will become an easy task •.. 
3·· Pupils are lead to unders;tand inner .feelings 
and resulting reactions of the story book characters. 
by discussion of the characters, their feelings and 
actions ... 
4... Eup.ils are allowed time to get ready for 
story tell.ing experiences..... Some shy pupils should be 
encouraged to tell the story with pictures, flannel 
board, home made movie or othel~ simp:le devices. on which 
the attention of the audience may res.t at times instead 
of being directed entirely on the storyteller ... 
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5.... PUpils are encouraged to use individuality in 
creating the mood of a story... Devic.es: such as the. voice, 
the choice of words or language, purposeful gestures, 
striking opening statement, timing, and inflection are 
necessary tools used effectively by fine storytellers •. 
6... Pupils, as. a means of reinerating, must feel 
free to be spontaneous in the use of their voice, facial 
expression and gestures.... This freedom is. exercised only 
in a relaxed atmosphere. 
I 
7 •. Pupils are taught to build their story to a 
satisfying conclusion ... 
8 ... Phpils are taught specifi.c storytelling skills 
and are given an opportunity to practice the skills in 
related or provided life-like situations .. 
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9.. Pupils are finally taught haw to accept friendly 
criticis.Ill that is made in accordance with realistic 
standards that were developed with the class beforehand •. 
The teacher, again, must tell. many stories very 
well and often in order to inspire or ignite a spark of 
enthusiasm in. the children that. will. give them the desire. 
to imp_rove their efforts., The pupils, too, may want t.o 
cooperatively set UJ2 standards by which they all will. 
strive .. ~ 
Sbme standards that may p,rove helpful are suggested 
1 
by Genevieve Arnold. 
1. Know.· your story well 
2.. Eicture the. story to ,yourself 
J.... Khow the mood of the story~ and try to transmit 
that mood to the audience •. 
4.. Tell the story in your own words· . 
. 1Genevie:Ve .. Arrioid; . tiS tory . ±eii:irig m;' iD. Guides .. to. 
Speech Training in_the.; Elementary_School... A.-report. of 
the.Elementary.Committee.of.the.National Association of 
T.eachers of Speech..... Boston Expression Company, l943.,. 
p:p. 67-68 ... 
~-- Use natural gestures that add interest to the 
story 
6... L.earn the use of the pause 
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7 •. S:peak quietly, enthus.iastically, distinctly, and 
conversationally 
8.. Look directly at your audience 
Much has been s.aid about storytelling.. It has been 
implied that the story told is one that has been written 
by someone else. Freq~ently, however, the pupils should 
be given an opportunity to engage in purely fanciful 
tales.. These created stories may be. created cooperatively 
with each member or some members adding sentences or it 
may be created individually.. T.o create interesting 
stories, it is essential. that the children be given a 
rich background of experiences in hearing various types 
of stories •.. 
Evaluation: 
Evaluation is a continuous process. Pupils should 
be evaluated on specific skills of storytelling as they 
are learned and practiced. The evaluation should also 
lie in terms of the standards. that were formed coopera-
tively by the class •. 
B. Oral Reporting_ 
Introduction 
Oxal.reporting in grade school is an important and 
invaluable oral language activity. Many phases of the 
curriculum are enhanced by this oral language activity. 
Some specific purposes for which oral reporting 
has been found effective are listed below:· 
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1. To provide background f'or appropriate selections 
of material 
2. To encourage collection of valuable materials 
3.. T.o .. organize material 
4._ To present material interestingly 
5.. To gain specific infoxmation that is not avail-
able to all 
6.-- To review specific materials in a unique way 
Activities and PUrposeful. crccasions 
Qral reporting has great utility. There are many 
opportunities to incorporate this JQ7'0fitable learning 
exp_erience in school and in the life situations of the 
child. s:ome specific occasions would include the 
following:~ 
1. Providing valuable information to all pupils; 
from limited materials or sources 
;e 
I 
l 
i 
' i 
2-.. SUmmarizing observations or findings that are 
independently made 
3. Securing an answer to a ~uestion raised in· 
class 
lt._ Making available results of specific committee_ 
activities 
5.c Summarizing group or individual excursion 
experiences. 
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6.. Ab.nouncing educational or recreational programs 
or activities -·radio. p;rograms, television 
7 •.. Giving book talk:s. 
8 .. , Evaluating books read 
9 •.. Evaluating motion pictures enjoyed 
10.. Evaluating television programs 
11 ~ Selecting pertinent current events 
12. Summarizing finds and drawing conclusions from 
many scientific experiments 
13·-· Revie.wing progress of sp_ecific classroom projects, 
such as class newspaper 
Materials of Oral Reporting 
Oral reporting can be made very interesting by the 
use of devices and materials to. supplement the speaking •. 
Some examples of helpful materials are:::· 
1. Using pictures or cut-outs on a flannel board 
2.~ Referring to a previously planned and prepared 
I 
I 
-
chart or diagram 
,3. Having a partner pantomime 
Lt-.. Recording a report on a tape--recorder for easy 
retractions and discussion or maybe to see if 
the pupils can guess who is speaking 
5... Prefacing a report with a stimulatmg bulletin 
board, exhibit, or display 
6. Drawing on the spot key illustrations of the 
reports 
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No one definite procedure for oral reporting may be 
applicable to all classes but some suggestions that have 
proved helpful in developing good oral reporters are 
as follows:: 
1. Integrate reporting activities with current class 
activities 
2.. Base reporting activities upon needs of the pupils 
3. Encourage condensing of various materials 
Lt-. Fraise original ideas and unique presentations 
5. Assign topics according to pupils 1 interests 
6.. Do not allow direct copying of mater-ial 
7• Train pupils to take notes 
8. Use pupil as well as teacher evaluation of reports 
In oral reporting, it is also important that some 
definite steps are used in preparing the report.... The. 
order, however, should never interfere with the primary 
i 
i 
I 
lal !•· 
purpose of the report. The form should, however, 
enhance the effective communication of the ideas of the 
report. Some steps that might be used are::· 
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1. Making questions which might be asked about the 
subjects 
2. Consulting reference sources and taking notes 
that answer that question. 
3. Organizing the notes into, a simple outline 
4. Timing the report and maybe re-organizing it 
5.. 1Y1aking interesting beginnings and endings for 
the report 
6 •. Expressing personal reactions or reflections on 
gathered facts 
DR.ill'4AT lZAT ION AND VOCABULARY DEVELOP1-1ENT 
AS CHANNELS TO.EFFECTlVE EXPRESSlON 
Dramatization 
J.ntroduction 
Dramatization activities take many forms~:: role 
playing, pantomime, puppets, informal dramatization, 
and formal dramatization. Many different forms of 
dramatization activities may be used during a school 
year. The maturity of the children, the specific goals 
set forth, and the various situations and opport~Ulities 
encountered in many phases of school work all are impor-
tant factors in determining the form of dramatization to 
be used. 
Dramatization, very often follows as a product of 
enthusiasm about a story rea;d or told well. lt is 
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easily integrated with reading and other content subject 
matter area. Children enjoy acting and creating. Many 
subjects become alive through this medium. Enthusiasm; 
genuine enjoyment, originality and cooperation are all 
possible as a result of a well-planned dramatic activity. 
Although there· are many dramatization activities, 
informal story dramatization is most frequently used in 
school. Due to its.utility most of the information 
following will apply directly to this form of dramatic 
activity .. 
Specific Goals of Dramatization 
Some specific goals of dramatiz~tion are as follows: 
1. To provide opportunities for growth in social 
understanding as pupils develop sensitivity to 
certain personal relationships. 
2.. To provide an easily understood and tangible 
reason for distinct and correct pronunciation. 
3. To afford practice and heighten concern for 
correct usage. 
4.. To have· an opportunity to participate in a 
particular dramatic activity. 
5. To begin to develop an appreciation of a great 
art. 
Purposeful Occasions 
There are many opportunities during .the school day 
for participation in many forms of dramatic activities. 
Dramatization might be integrated very well with the 
language arts, arithmetic, or social studies. 
Many stories in the pupilts readers are suitable for 
dramatization. One 1's purpose might be to develop flexi-
bility of the voice and learn to express different 
feelings. 
Pupils learn to organize as they prepare stories 
for dramatization by dividing the stories into scenes. 
They have an opport~Ulity to use aptly descriptive words 
as they act spontaneously. ln many English texts, 
emphasis sometime during the year might be on using the 
telephone correctly. A lesson of this nature could be 
greatly enhanced if the situations or conversations 
were dramatized by using two play telephones. 
In addition to correlating dramatization with the 
language arts, pupils might set up a store with cans 
and boxes that they bring to school to aid in learning 
to count money in arithmetic. Verbal problems, with 
a bank theme, might be better understood if a make 
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shift bank were set up and the problems actually dramatized .. 
Many scenes from history have been made vivid through 
actual dramatization of an exciting scene-... 
In addition to curriculum activities, holidays and/or 
special programs afford many opportunities to use one 
of the many forms of dramatic activities. 
Materials 
In most situations the properties or materials to 
be used in the various forms of dramatic activities will 
be limited. 
The material to be used would depend on the form of 
• the dramatization activity. Necessary to all forms, 
however, is a rich background of experiences or use 
of material that is thoroughly known. 
Some materials needed for story dramatization, a 
popular form of dramatic activity, might include several 
books on the story, a recorded dramatization of another 
story, materials to suggest costumes, simple properties, 
make up and scenery. 
Other types of dramatizations suggest their own 
material. Puppetry, for example, suggests that puppets 
are needed .. 
Procedure 
Procedure for one type of informal dramatization 
story dramatization, will be given. A suggested pro-
cedure follows: 
1. Motivate the pupils to want to act out a story. 
Maybe through the listening of a recorded dramatization 
or the viewing of a dramatization on filmw 
2. Select a story or material that the pupils know 
very well at first. Discuss with the pupils what the 
dramatization is saying, the scenes, the characters: 
actions, motives, appearance, etc. 
3. Make a list of the scenes and characters in 
each scene. 
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4. Choose many groups of children to dramatize 
each scene~ Discuss each dramatization and listen to 
other suggestions for different use of dialogue. 
5. Plan the setting, the costtunes (if any), the 
make-up, and the stage scenery. Encourage cooperation 
and maybe committee work, being sure to use special 
abilities and talents advantageously. 
6.. Rehearse the story "~:rithout script._ Enyourage 
original ·words a.11.d actions .. 
7. The next step is the actual. cas·tfug of the_ 
cfraracters ~-· Several. complete cas.ts may be used if moxe 
than ana presentation is planned... All pupils should be 
engaged in activities connected with the dramatization. 
8:... Let the pupils discuss what they liked about 
the dialogue and action of the story •.. 
Vocabular;y:_ 
General. Statement on V.o.cabu~ary 
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The idea has. been repeatedly advanced that the extent 
of onet:s vocabulary is: related to his financial success. 
in life.. This may or may not. be totally formidable, but 
undoubtedly the. possession of a. wide va·cabulary gives 
one a decided advantage in any form of oral. and/or 
written expression. If language is to be used as a 
vehicle fo:i· the. communication of ideas. and meaning, the 
development of a broad vocabulary is_ a necessary and 
most important school. function. Through the possession 
of a broad vocabulary, ideas. are crystalized and 
meanings clearly understood •.. 
Some. specific obj.ectives. of vocabulary development 
and enrichment are:.: 
1... T:o increase vividness and color of statements 
by- possessing a broad assortment_ of similar--
meaning verbs ..... 
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2.... To increase the vividness and color of statements 
by means. o:r: varied adverbs.., 
J.... To .. develop_, abilit.y t.o use. descrintive words: in 
s:peaking that. suggest sounds, noises, smells., etc .... 
Pttrp,oseful. Occas:ions 
The alert teacher seizes any available opportunity 
to teach a new word,, clarify or use an already known 
wor..d in a different context~. While listening to children t:s 
conversation or small. talk, misconceptions about words· 
can be discerned and strengthened then and/or studied 
further later.. While. calling sentences. for sp_elling 
dictation, words· that are usually used in one context, 
may· be purpose.ly- and repeatedly us.ed in ano·ther. There 
are so many occasions when vocabulary developmeJ;J.t. can be 
taught that t_a attempt. to. name them all. would'be :rutile. 
I 
:e 
It should suf'f.ice. to say that anytime weaknesses in 
choice of words or understanding of words hampers 
one.r:s. communication with others,_ this is the time to 
study vo.cabulary.. Th. the elementary grades where: 
J;?.Upils are constantly and rapidly develo:pin.g vocabu-
laries, vocabulary development. should be integrated 
with all subjects c.ons c i.en t ious.ly .., __ 
Material Vocabulary 
.AJ::J.Y device that :prmrides ez:periences for p_upils 
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will aid :in clarifying meanings. of words. Such materj_als. 
as :pictures, cartoons., word. games,_ films or charts are 
helpful •. 
The teacher should realize that understanding of 
words. can be more closely generated the. closer one sticks .. 
to specific and concrete things. Things that appeal to 
sight, sound, smell,_. touch and taste~ Teaching devices 
such as field trips, cl.inics, demonstrations and illustra ....... 
t.ions are helpful. because they pJ>oVide sense experiences 
and opportunities for checking them ... 
Vo:cabulary Activities 
Some vocabulary activities are:. 
t. Sharing experiences: 
z.... ITs ing audio,....:vi.sual materials. 
3 ..... Reading 
'I 
I 
I 
1-
lt-.__ Ut,ilizing sp.ecial. occasions. 
)~.. Reading ppems .. or stories 
6.... Reading and/or p!=J.rtici]2ating in plays 
7'"'" Er.acti.cing social cour.tesi"es. 
8~.. Developing creativeness:. 
9~- Manipulative activities 
10... Flaying word games. 
11... Using dict.ionaries· 
tz. Miscellaneous activities· 
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These activities. will. provide framework within which 
to improve speech and word usage as well as enlarge. the 
vocabulary .. 
I 
I... Sharing experi-ences. of children may include book 
talks, collections, hobbies, and story interests to name 
a few .. ~ 
II~ Using audio.-::v.isn:al materials. and d~vices •. Audio..--
visual. materials and devices. are rich sources for pro-
viding vicarious e:xp_eriences when the real experiences 
are not feasibl.e or :possible.. Through audio ..... visuai 
' 
materials and devices pu:pilst experiences are broadened, 
concepts are develop;e.d and new words are learned... Use 
sho.uld be made in any area of instruction of (]) p9-ct.ures 
(_2). construction work (3 r coll.ections et:r tape recorders' 
(5-) opaq;p.e projectors C6l slide }2;rojectors C7T film-· 
strips: (8} educational films (.21. special television 
' ' 
. program. cr.o.) field. trips •.. 
III- Reading -Numerous opportunities f'or increasing 
the vocabulary are offered through extensive reading. 
Strickland describes reading as associated with voca_..,. 
bulary development in the following lines:: 
Reading, reading, reading 
·The more. the children read the more meanings· 
they learn 
Reading things one is interested in 
Read:±trg ·;easy things. f'or flU.n: 
Reading anything and. everything that adds to 
the. things one is do.i..11.g or studying 
Reading to. build nexv interests 
Reading newspa:r:>:ers,: magazines,. books, ~atalogs 
anything that adds. interest to living •. 
There is a direct relationship between the pup_ils. 
reading skills and the extent to. whi.ch wide reading as 
a means of vocabulary mastery wi.ll be effective. This 
is one reason vmy vocabulary development can not be 
thought of as a language arts topic exclusively but an 
area that can be. readily correlated with all. p_hases of' 
school life .. 
IV.. Utti.lizing special occasions.... There are VaTied 
opportunities f'or using holidays, such as·. Thanksgiving, 
,. 
Christmas, Easter, and special days such as Lincoln t.··s 
B2rthday, Halloween, Washington t·s B'irthday, Valentinet·'s 
Ruth G. ·Strickland, The. Language Arts in_ the El.e..;... 
mentary School:. Boston, D .. C •. Heath .and Company-;-!95'r, 
p. 199· . 
• Day and May Day to expand vocabularies. 
V •. Reading Poems or Stories 
Many, many poems and stories should be read to 
p].:!.pils: to broaden concepts, strengthen interests, and 
crys talize old and new word meanings. The unfamiliar 
words,· of poems should be presented at the beginning of 
the poem just as vocabulary is presented before the 
pupils read a story.. Thee poems and stories of course 
must be related. to the program and if a definite pur!fose 
is in mind when the po.em or story is selected, progress 
can be more, easily discerned or. evaluated. 
VI... Reading Plays> 
Piay· reading can'. be very enjoyable for the pupils~ ... 
No attempt shoui.d be made to perfect or costume the 
plays... T11e plays: chosen should be shoTt plays. It 
might. be heli?.ful if. a group of plays were selected 
befora~and and organized according to the schooi year 
holidays or calendar .... 
VII •. Practicing Social. Courtesies 
The; purposes of practicing social courtes.i.es are 
t:o. show and feeT its :Unnortance and need and to make 
thi.s vital. skill in human. relations, through constant 
practice, a part of the child ... 
Illustration:: 
At the beginning of each school week v.Jhen helpers: 
for the week are. chosen, a. child could be selected to 
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serve. as. host or hostess. for the week also... The pu:pilYs 
duties would be to graciou,s.ly greet all room visitors, 
introduce himself, explain that he or she is the hostess, 
and assume the responsibility for making the visitor r-s 
stay pleasant and profitable. The following Monday 
when new.: helpers are chosen the preceding helpers along 
with the host or hostess should be evaluated •. 
VIII. Developing Cxeativeness 
.All creative activities such as. stories, poems, 
songs and dramas are valuable ways for stimulating the 
imagination, developing indenendent thinking, developing 
better social relationships and understro1dings and 
utilizing new words ... 
w1i.en pu:r;tils are embarking on a project such as 
writing original stories, poems, or songs, creativeness. 
and vocabulary development can be promoted by listing 
words that are all related to a mutual heading or topic. 
Illustration:: 
While preparing to write Christmas stories, the 
children named words that thinking of Christmas brought 
to their minds. The list follows: 
Santa Glaus 
presents 
Bethlehem 
birth 
J"esus Christ 
cards 
snmvy 
fleecy 
gi.ftS'. 
ornaments 
decorations, 
Listing words this. way around a central theme 
also helps· to solve spelling problems. 
Word play also helps to develop discrimination in 
the choice of woxds. 
IX. Ma.'tlip:ulative Activities ~-Children 1 s· vocabularies~ 
can be enriched through manipulative activities that 
involve various materials a.'tld equi};)mentr that involve. 
following directions and learning new words; and that 
involves planning and evaluating .... 
X.. Flaying Woxd Games. -.Word games can p:romote 
vocabulary development--
Illustration::: 
A.. child who is chosen to be '1~itr.r names a word •. 
The pupils name something that word makes them 
think of: for exampl.e :::: 
Rall.oween: goblins, witch, trick-or-treat, October 
Said: yelled, cried, howled, announced, screamed 
Hirds: ::· plummage, mate,mal.e. 
Power:. el.ectricity, energy, water, force, etc._ 
1fu. additional game that can be played is·· to name as 
many appropriate words as you~ can think of in five 
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minutes .. (This game can be played orally w:Lth 2 points 
for correct answers. and a leader, student or teacher .. ) 
The person who has higher number of' points: wins the 
game~ . 
. The boy walked -----·up- the stairs. 
The lady down the. street •. 
------
The lion ------~..-
The. o·ld man 
------
Both games can be. the source of development of 
richness of adjectives, verbs, adverbs, if adapted to 
specific children taking in account their interests. and 
experiences.. Lists of fall words, taste words, laugh 
words, or sad words· could be formulated. 
Here is a game or an exercise designed to teach 
describing ~vords.. Write on the. bo.ard or mimeograph two 
paragraphs ... 
Faragraph Q'ne. 
The. lady crept down the road. Soon she came to a 
house surrounded by bushes.. In front of the house 
was a fence .. 
Paragrapp 'nm 
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The little old woman crept down the dark road. Soon 
she came to a shabby house surrounded by tall, 
uncut bushes. In front of the house was a broken 
fence •. 
Then write two columns and do. one and let the pupils-
complete the list. Have the pupils choose the nouns 
first. 
Describing. Words 
little, old 
dark 
shabby 
tall, uncut. 
Nouns 
woman 
road 
house 
bushes. 
broken fence 
Adverbs may be taught this: way also:. .. 
Write two paragrapps such as the following. 
Paragraph One 
Jane forgot about her errand and played in the 
yard.. Her mother called her... Jane went to the 
store and returned to her playing. 
Paragraph Two 
Jane forgot about her errand and played in the 
yard. Her mother. called angrily to her. Jane 
went to the store quickly and then returned 
joyfully to her playing." 
Then make two columns of verbs and adverbs.· If 
this is used as a game give points for each adverb that 
is chosen correctly by- the two teams. Have them name 
the verbs first._ 
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Adverbs or Words. that Tell How_ 
angrily 
Verbs or Do-ing Words 
called 
quickly went 
joyfully returned 
XI .. , Using Dictionaries 
Dictionaries:· cru1. be. used advantageously as an aid 
in vocabulary development .. _ There are many games that 
can be played to make dictionary :gractice fun .. 
The pupils might decod.e a secret sentence. The 
sentence could be decoded by knowing the sequence of 
the alphabet well ... 
Z 1lli.x Ehd Rs 
To solve the above sentence, the code is z for a, 
a for b, b for c, etc. 
After successfully solving sentences the pupils 
might compose other sentences or messages for different 
pupils to translate .. 
Ql;lestions and interesting paragraphs- could be written 
to arouse curiosity about a word that could be checked 
by the dictionary. Some examples are:: 
Would you drink a promenade? 
Would you eat a pomegrante? 
Other ideas could include writing jokes, or anec-
dotes the way they are pronounced, or dramatizing with 
voice some nsaidn' words, such as yelled, whispered, 
announced, etc .. 
XII. To get the meaning of general terms such as fruit, 
have the pupils classify words. that are exampleS' of 
fruit to-the same group and find in the lists those 
wprds which are not names of fruits.. When abstract 
words, such as nloyalty,rr are to be defined guide the 
children in developing a meaning from their combined 
experiences,._ An example or t"\vO may be given by the 
teacher before the discussion begins. After the 
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pupils have_ related severaL personal examples or experi-
ences, formulate a meaning that will have the greatest 
reality and meaning for most of the pupils. 
When words are developed, they should be used at 
times LD different settings and consciously with 
different meanings.. This may avoid confusion and 
bewilderment later for the pupils. if they encom1ter it 
in many settings ... 
Evaluation: 
The extent to which pupils recogniz~e and use new 
words is an indication of growth or lack of growth in 
vocabulary development. This evaluation, as· the 
teaching, should be conducted in all subjects. 
EXAMPLES OF PROFITABLE ORAL. LANGUAGE .ACTIVIT'IES~ 
Introduction 
There are many opportunj.t:l.es duri..'rlg t~@ school 
day for children to participate in oral language_ 
activities. Opportunities present themselves as they 
coordinate their speaking and writing, as t~ey ask 
questions, discover concepts, converse, learn to make 
reports, tell stories, issue invitations, or take 
messages. There experiences should be profitable 
ones. Some examples of oral language activities 
adapted from a compilation by 11 The Commission on the 
English Curriculum'' are listed below. 
1. O.be class made recordings to give their 
mothers for valentines. .A chart was posted with 
standards that had been set up cooperatively by-the 
teacher and students. Listed on the chart were such 
standards as: plan what to say, say last sounds in 
words clearly, speak distinctly, use an interesting 
voice, and have a planned message especially for mother. 
Each pupil made constant reference to the chart as he 
recorded or listened. The pupils later were able to 
compare this experience for improvement in spoken 
speech with a similar one performed for Mother 1 s Day .. 
2. Another class motivated by Valentine•·s Day 
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planned a Valentine Sale. Committees were appointed 
for cutting out the designs, caring for materials, 
pasting decorations on the valentines, 1iiTiting verses, 
writing and posting announcements, determining the 
prices, and handling the sales. After much planning 
and discussing of the various tasks, a prepared summary 
of decisions was presented to the whole class. 
3. Members· of a fourth grade class in one small 
town made appointments by telephone to interview 
citizens of their too;.m who could help them in their 
study of the town history. They decided before they 
called to speak slowly in a clear voice, plan what 
they would say, listen carefully to what was said to 
them, and to be courteous. 
4. In a different section of the country, one 
class had completed their work on a dramatization. 
Other classes in the building were invited to see the 
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play. Invitations were given orally. Each spokesman 
worked out his oral invitation remembering to be 
interesting, easy to understand, and pleasant to listen to. 
S A boy in a Missouri to1im liked to be of help to 
the principal. Although he was. a stutterer, she asked 
him to take verbal messages to the various teachers for 
her. This experience gave him a feeling of importance 
and helped him to gain confidence and practice the better 
speech he was learning. 
6. Another class was working on a project in which 
they took real pride. Each w~ek a different host or 
hostess was appointed. His duties were to introduce 
himself to visitors, ask the visitor to sign the guest 
book which they had made, and tell the visitor of the 
project in which the class. was interested. The pupils 
from these experiences soon developed desirable 
standards governing the responsibility of a host. 
7~ One group of children became very interested 
in a display in the showcase in the library. A group 
of them interviewed the librarian to obtain information 
about, the display and learn of other·sources on the 
display. Through discussion and research, the class 
learned better ways to inquire and to share information .. 
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In each of the above exam:gles, children learned 
about speech by speaking.. Through the above examples, 
pupils can discern that speech can be more useful if 
ideas are communicated interestingly, clearly, and 
directly.. When pupils are motivated by a special 
occasion or event, teachers should seize this opportunity 
to encourage creative thinking and expression.. Through-
out/the day, children should be constantly planning, 
discussing and solving problems, reporting to others the 
results of their reading and studying, sharing experiences 
( 
J 
and evaluating activities or projects~ 
Sharing periods could present wonderful oral 
language experiences for pupils of all ages. The type 
of sharing experience should be commensurate with the 
grade level or maturity of the pupils. Fourth grade 
pupils might profit more from different interest group 
sharing, rather than a general sharing period. The 
objects to be shared could be correlated with a general 
sharing period. The objects to be shared could be 
correlated with a particular tmit of work, a classroom 
project, or a special assignment. 
In one southern state, the class was discussing 
Virginia, the home of most of the members of the class. 
The pupils planned to gather information from reference 
books,~ library books, filmstrips., films, and a tri:tr to 
historic .Tames town and Williamsburg. Many reports were 
needed before the trip was made and many were readily 
shared after the trip. 
One t.eacher found that the pupils needed to have 
more pride in their race and to know more about their 
own people. In the course of their study and discussion 
about Negroes, they learned that no race can progress: 
far without the aid of another, that through cooperat.ion 
more can be. accomplished,, and that tl}ey could be proud 
of their rich heri..tag e. 
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One group discussed .American folklore and legends .. 
They were interested in the l~gends, tall tales, badman 
legends, and folk tales.- Discuss.ion included ideas. 
on how folklore helps one understand and appreciate 
his s:tate and country. The pupils planned various. ways 
8l 
of gathering informati.oi?- from :parents,. pictures, reference 
books, :Library books and from observing t:awn markings. 
Their findings. were reported to the. class •. 
Directly after the he.ight of the CUban Crisis, 
fourth graders were discussing their ideas .. 
T.eacher:·:·. How did you feel. whf?n you heard directions. .. 
giving ideas or plans. for shelter and 
other directions for protection against 
nuclear attack? How many words can you 
think of that would describe a p:erson t·s , 
feeling.. It:lL. 1v-ri te them on the board. 
Rosa : t·rcrc ar ed rr 
J.o c el~ :-::: t1Fr igh t ened 11 
J"oseph:.:· t.tAfraidFL 
Charles:.· n:T.errified rt 
Sherridan::. rrAThrmedtt:: 
The. teacher added 11'concerned. tt:: T'o the question 11How.:. 
do you feel now? __ rr-, the pupils answered, relieved, happy, 
calm. 
Words are meaningful when :pupils E!xperience them in 
many ways. t'J11.en any unusual incident is e:xperienced 
by the children they will become conscious of the 
power of words if they put into words~ their reactions 
or feelings • .-
A.fifth grade which assumed some of the responsi-
bility for the Safety E.atrol. discussed the importance 
of the examJ?_le they might set for making of' suggestions. 
and reports. at :patrol meetings_. They em:phas.ized the 
imp.ortance of making po;sitive. suggestions. and not 
repeating what had been said during the meeting .. 
Sharon wrote a story one day using most of her 
spelling words in it~ At the teachert·s suggestion, 
she read the story aloud to the class.. The crass liked 
the fanciful story and the crever way she weaved her 
. 
spelling words and ideas together··'- s·ome of them tried 
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writing stories of their own. Many proved very interesting •. 
One class read several. stories. at Christmas time 
that they liked. They wanted to share them with the 
other classes in the school. They decided to turn 
several of the stories into short plays in order to 
include more pupils. They chose the characters, 
listened to the voices and speech of those who were in 
the dramatization, picked the scenes, and spoke the. parts. 
spontaneously ... 
s:ome problem situations which could be used to 
spark spontaneous dramatizations and expression about 
easily understood matters are. listed., 
1. O:ne girl,. infuriated because her parents 
bought her· sister a new jacket after refusing to get 
her one, ruins. her sister r.s jacket •. 
2.. Two boys. playing caused damage to a ladyr-s 
flower garden.. One boy lies to his mother, blaming 
the other boy for all. of the damage .. 
3 ·- CJne boy has~ asked his. mother to: give him some 
money to go. to· the movies.. She has refused. He sees 
her purse up.en with a lot of change in sight. 
Throughout all of the above examples, pupils are 
expressing their thoughts and re.vealing their feelings 
about situations or incidents... They are learning more 
about their social environment as they work and talk 
together ... 
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